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Abstract
Single electron transfer-living radical polymerization (SET-LRP) of n-butyl acrylate (BA) catalyzed by Cu(0)
generated via in situ reduction of Cu(II)Br2 with NaBH4 proceeds in ethanol-water mixtures as a triphasic
system. This is due to the insolubility of poly(butyl acrylate) (PBA) in ethanol beyond a certain molecular
weight and concentration. This triphase consists of the PBA gel swelled in the organic phase and the
water phase. Addition of at least 10% hexanes or other nonpolar and non-disproportionating solvents to
the ethanol-water reaction mixture transforms SET-LRP of BA from a triphasic to a biphasic system. A
synergistic effect was observed for the biphasic system with added hexanes, when the volume fraction of
water (?water) was constant at 0.2. A maximum rate was observed with a volumetric ratio of 4/4/2 for
ethanol/hexanes/water. Eliminating the disproportionation-promoting organic solvent (ethanol) and
instead using a non-disproportionating organic solvent mixture would expand SET-LRP to a wider range of
solvents. Acetone is an archetypal non-disproportionating solvent in SET-LRP and therefore its usage is
currently limited. Here we report the elaboration of acetone-water biphasic mixtures as solvents for
ultrafast SET-LRP that provides close to 100% conversion of methyl and n-butyl acrylates to the
corresponding polymers with near quantitative chain-end functionality in 20 to 35 minutes at room
temperature. These experiments demonstrate for the first time the ability to use a diversity of nondisproportionating, nonpolar solvents, in conjunction either with miscible polar solvents and water
(ethanol/hexanes/water), or with just water (acetone/water), in biphasic SET-LRP. We expect that these
results will help establish acetone, other ketones, and other nonpolar organic solvents as common
solvents for metal-catalyzed LRPs of both hydrophobic and hydrophilic monomer.
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Single electron transfer-living radical polymerization (SET-LRP) of n-butyl acrylate (BA)
catalyzed by Cu(0) generated via in situ reduction of Cu(II)Br2 with NaBH4 proceeds in
ethanol-water mixtures as a triphasic system. This is due to the insolubility of poly(butyl
acrylate) (PBA) in ethanol beyond a certain molecular weight and concentration. This
triphase consists of the PBA gel swelled in the organic phase and the water phase. Addition
of at least 10% hexanes or other nonpolar and non-disproportionating solvents to the
ethanol-water reaction mixture transforms SET-LRP of BA from a triphasic to a biphasic
system. A synergistic effect was observed for the biphasic system with added hexanes,
when the volume fraction of water (!water) was constant at 0.2. A maximum rate was
observed with a volumetric ratio of 4/4/2 for ethanol/hexanes/water. Eliminating the
disproportionation-promoting organic solvent (ethanol) and instead using a nondisproportionating organic solvent mixture would expand SET-LRP to a wider range of
solvents. Acetone is an archetypal non-disproportionating solvent in SET-LRP and
therefore its usage is currently limited. Here we report the elaboration of acetone-water
biphasic mixtures as solvents for ultrafast SET-LRP that provides close to 100%
conversion of methyl and n-butyl acrylates to the corresponding polymers with near
quantitative chain-end functionality in 20 to 35 minutes at room temperature. These
experiments demonstrate for the first time the ability to use a diversity of nondisproportionating, nonpolar solvents, in conjunction either with miscible polar solvents
and water (ethanol/hexanes/water), or with just water (acetone/water), in biphasic SETLRP. We expect that these results will help establish acetone, other ketones, and other
nonpolar organic solvents as common solvents for metal-catalyzed LRPs of both
hydrophobic and hydrophilic monomer.
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Chapter 1
The Synergistic Effect During Biphasic SET-LRP in Ethanol-Nonpolar Solvent –
Water Mixtures
Reproduced from Ref. 47 with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry.
Introduction
Single electron transfer living radical polymerization (SET-LRP) of butyl acrylate (BA) in
methanol or ethanol with water proceeds in a biphasic system. After reaching a certain
conversion, poly (butyl acrylate) (PBA) becomes triphasic. This triphasic system consists
of the PBA gel swelled in the organic phase and the water phase. This phenomenon is
undesirable in industry due to difficulties with handling large quantities of gel and
insufficient stirring which precludes further use of PBA as a macroinitiator for the synthesis
of copolymers. Therefore, transition from triphase to biphase in SET-LRP of BA is
necessary for PBA in order to be used in industry. Previously Percec’s laboratory reported
that the change in the structure of the solvent from methanol or ethanol to propanol and
longer alkyl chain alcohols in the SET-LRP of BA transformed the triphasic system into a
biphasic one.1 Whereas the suggested methodology requires the substitution of the solvent
itself, my goal in this report is to find a new pathway to provide SET-LRP of BA by
transforming the triphasic system into biphasic one without solvent substitution. The
project will study successful SET-LRP of BA by adding non polar solvent, such as hexane,
to the reaction mixture. A constant rate of polymerization, linear evolution of molecular
weight and gradual a decrease of polydispersity over time, near perfect chain end
functionality of the polymer are expected to confirm polymerization exhibits living
characteristics and proceeds through the SET-LRP mechanism.
General Definition of Living Polymerization
Most of the industrial and laboratory scale polymer products are produced by the radical
polymerization method, the main advantages of which are ease of implementation, high
polymerization rate, and tolerance to traces of impurities.2 However, traditional radical
polymerization can not be used as a method for obtaining polymers with a given set of
properties due to high reactivity of the growing radical which has the propensity to undergo
a variety of different chain-transfer and bimolecular termination reactions yielding
polymers with nonfunctional chain ends.3 Due to their nonfunctional chain ends, polymers
obtained by conventional radical polymerization cannot be further applied for the synthesis
of block copolymers or other polymers with complex structures that incorporate properties
of two or more homopolymers.4 The discovery of the living polymerization method
allowed polymer chemists to prepare polymers with well defined architectures,
compositions, and functionalities. The term “Living Polymerization” (LP) was first
introduced in 1956 by Szwarc for the anionic polymerization of styrene initiated with
sodium naphthalenide.5 According to his definition “living polymers are polymers that
retain their ability to propagate and grow to a desired size while their degree of termination
or chain transfer is still negligible”.5 He observed that addition of another portion of
monomer after the completion of the polymerization of styrene lead to continuation of
polymerization. Szwarc defined this behavior of the polymerization as living
polymerization and generated polymers referred to as living polymers. On the living
polymerization field, several characteristics have been established to define synthesized
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polymers as living without the addition of another portion of monomer. The first
characteristic relates to the consumption of monomer (represented by ln([M]0/[M]), where
[M]0 is the initial concentration of monomer and [M] is the concentration of monomer at a
given time) as a function of time. The evolution of a semi-logarithmic plot of ln([M]0/[M])
against time should be linear throughout the polymerization process (Figure 1a).6 This
demonstrates that polymerization is free of termination and hence the rate of
polymerization should remains proportional to monomer concentration during
polymerization.6 Deviation from this linearity indicates the termination of chain ends or
slow initiation of the reaction.

Figure 1. a) Evolution of semi-logarithmic plot versus time; b) Evolution of molecular weight versus
conversion. (A) living polymerization; (B) free radical polymerization; and (C) condensation
polymerization.7

Secondly, the polymer molecular weight is directly proportional to the percent monomer
conversion (Figure 1b, line A). This contrasts free radical polymerization, in which high
molecular weight polymer is formed in the initial stages of polymerization (Figure 1b, line
B), and condensation polymerization, in which high molecular weight polymer is formed
as conversion reaches the 100% (Figure 1b, line C).7 In addition, the molecular weight can
be predicted in living polymerization and it is determined by the concentration of monomer
versus initiator (Equation 1).7
Degree of polymerization = [monomer]/[initiator] x conversion

(1)

Molecular weight lower than predetermined value indicates chain transfer while molecular
weight higher than predicted indicates either inefficient initiation or chain coupling.6 The
third characteristic of living polymerization is a very narrow molecular weight distribution
(Mw/Mn) of the obtained polymer, which is defined using Poisson distribution (Equation
2). The value of (Mw/Mn) decreases with conversion and ideally should be equal to 1.This
indicates that all polymers possess the approximately equal chain length.7 An increase of
molecular weight distribution with conversion indicates occurrence of chain breaking
reactions.6
2

Mw/Mn = 1 + (1 /DP) = (1+ (1)/([M]0/[I]0 × conv)

(2)

Lastly, the chain end functionality of the obtained polymer should demonstrate near perfect
or perfect end groups inaccessible by conventional radical polymerization. Polymers with
well defined chain ends can be used further as macroinitiators to synthesize polymers with
complex architectures (such as graft, block and comb copolymers).6 Evaluation of the
aforementioned factors is necessary to determine whether a given polymerization is living
or not. Therefore, samples will be taken during the polymerization reactions to investigate
the conversion and polydispersity of the polymer at certain intervals. These values of the
conversion and polydispersity will be used to construct a semi-logarithmic plot, and an
evolution of molecular weight plot to confirm the livingness of obtained polymers.
Classes of living polymerization and living radical polymerization.
After the discovery of living anionic polymerization, living polymerization has been
expanded to living cationic polymerization,8 living ring opening polymerization,9 living
ring-opening metathesis polymerization (ROMP),10 group transfer polymerization
(GTP),11 and living radical polymerization (LRP).12 Much interest has been devoted
recently to Living Radical Polymerization (LRP) due to the wide range of monomers and
less stringent reaction conditions.12 LRP was first discovered in 1982 by Otsu,13 and since
then several LRP techniques have been developed such as nitroxide-mediated LRP
(NMP),14 metal-catalyzed LRP,15 atom transfer living radical polymerization (ATRP),16
single electron transfer degenerative chain transfer LRP (SET-DTLRP),17 reversible
addition/fragmentation chain transfer polymerization (RAFT),18 and single electron
transfer living radical polymerization (SET-LRP)19. There are three requirements to obtain
polymers with precisely controlled molecular weight and molecular weight distribution
using one of the living radical polymerization methods: (1) fast initiation relative to chain
growth (rate of initiation faster than rate of polymerization); (2) low concentration of
growing chain radicals; (3) fast equilibrium between dormant species (dormant polymer
chains) and active species (propagating radicals).20 Meeting these requirements provides
the chain growth from the early stage of polymerization and enables the addition of a few
monomer units per activation cycle where the propagating radical undergoes deactivation
rather than bimolecular radical-radical termination.20
The Effect of Solvents, Ligands and Source of Catalyst used in Single Electron
Transfer Living Radical Polymerization (SET-LRP)
SET-LRP was first introduced in 2002 as SETDT-LRP and in 2006 as SET-LRP. The
proposed mechanism of SET-LRP can be divided into four steps (Figure 2).12, 19
In the first step, the electron donor Cu(0) activates an alkyl halide initiator via a stepwise
or concerted SET process, generating the radical and the halide counter anion via
heterolytic bond cleavage. The second step is disproportionation of the in situ produced
Cu(I)X/L species, where L is a nitrogen-containg ligand, to provide self-regulated
regeneration of Cu(0) activator and Cu(II)X2/L deactivator. In the third step propagation
occurs via the addition of the monomer to the growing chain radicals. The fourth step is
homogeneous deactivation of the propagating macroradicals with Cu(II)X2/L.
The crucial step in this mechanism is the self-regulated disproportionation of Cu(I)X/L into
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Cu(0) activator and Cu(II)X2/L deactivator.22 Since Cu(0) is the catalyst, its regeneration
in situ via disproportionation is critical to SET-LRP. Moreover, poor disproportionation of
Cu(I)X can force polymerization to proceed through another mechanism. This
disproportionation step is mediated in the presence of N-containing ligands and various
solvents. Therefore, the ligand and solvent play a crucial roles to provide the effective SETLRP.23

19,21

Figure 2. Proposed catalytic cycle mechanism of SET-LRP.

Numerous studies were conducted to find suitable ligands for SET-LRP. The most
commonly used ligands in SET-LRP are tris(2-aminoethyl)amine (TREN)17,24 and tris[2(dimethylamino)ethyl]amine Me6-TREN12,19 due to their ability to promote
disproportionation effectively via selective complex formation with Cu(II)Br2. This was
demonstrated using Density Functional Theory (DFT) computational studies where Me6TREN and TREN formed stronger complexes with Cu(II)Br2 than with Cu(I).25 TREN is
a commercially available ligand while Me6-TREN must be synthesized from TREN. A
comparative study of these two ligands demonstrated that although TREN a provides
slower rate of polymerization, near perfect chain end functionality was obtained,
comparable with results using Me6-TREN.26 The effect of initial ligand concentration on
the rate of polymerization was also studied and obtained results suggested that a minimum
concentration of ligand is required to obtain acceptable reaction rate and reaction control.27
Haddleton reported that a negligible change in ligand concentration can induce termination
of chain ends.28 Overall, the choice of suitable ligand and its concentration are important
factors that one needs to consider in designing experimental conditions for SET-LRP.
Another important factor for SET-LRP is the solvent choice. The number of solvents which
facilitate the disproportionation of Cu(I)X into Cu(0) and Cu(II)X2 is limited.29 Polar
solvents such as water and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), and alcohols including
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methanol,30,31 ethanol,30 propanol,30 tert-butanol,30 methoxyethanol,29 and phenol32
demonstrated compatibility with SET-LRP. Fluorinated alcohols namely 2,2,2trifluorethanol (TFE),33 and 2,2,3,3-tetrafluoropropanol (TFP)34 also showed compatibility
with SET-LRP for both hydrophilic and hydrophobic acrylates and methacrylates. There
are solvents that do not mediate disproportionation of Cu(I)X into Cu(0) and Cu(II)X2 such
as acetone,29 acetonitrile,35,36 and toluene37,. Non-disproportionating solvents result in
nonlinear first-order kinetics with poor retention of chain end functionality resulting in
non-living polymerization. However, addition of a the second solvent with better
disproportionation capability to the polymerization mixture
improves the
disproportionation of Cu(I)X into Cu(0) and Cu(II)X2 and thus provides SET-LRP. Binary
mixtures of organic solvents with water29 and binary miscible mixtures of organic
solvents38 are known which provides good reaction media and demonstrates SET-LRP.
Recently, Percec’s laboratory also performed SET-LRP of BA using various alcohols
(methanol, ethanol, n-propanol, isopropanol, n-butanol, sec-butanol, tert-butanol,
isobutanol, n-octanol, and 2-ethylhexanol) with water as the reaction medium.1 Among
these binary mixtures of solvents, SET-LRP of BA in methanol or ethanol with water
generated a PBA gel while longer alkyl chain alcohols with water provided PBA which
remained in solution. Formation of gel was caused that PBA at a certain conversion (which
corresponds to a certain polymer molecular weight) becomes insoluble in the organic phase
while in biphasic system PBA remains soluble in the organic phase.1 PBA in gel form
produced with the current SET-LRP methodology is not desirable for industry. This report
will study the effect of solvent systems that will facilitate dissolution of a gel phase into
solution for PBA generated by SET-LRP. It will focus on the addition of non-polar solvent
hexane to the mixture of ethanol-water and it is expected to provide PBA in solution.
The polymerization catalyst, Cu(0), can be generated by one of four methods. The first
method is utilization of Cu(0) catalyst in its powder form.22 The use of Cu(0) powder as
catalyst allowed the synthesis of polymers with well defined chain ends in various solvents
including DMSO and alcohols. In addition, the study of Cu(0) powder size demonstrated
that decreasing the size of copper powder from 425 µL to 0.05 µL (50 nm) increases the
apparent rate of polymerization (kpapp ) by almost an order of magnitude.36 The second
method uses conventional copper wire as catalyst. The commercial wire is covered with a
layer of copper oxide (Cu2O) which causes an induction period due to lower reactivity of
Cu2O.39 Sometimes activation of copper wire using hydrazine hydrate39 or concentrated
acids40 is necessary to obtain effective SET-LRP. The third method of generating Cu(0)
catalyst is disproportionation of Cu(I)X in certain solvents in the absence of initiator. This
is followed by the isolation of Cu(0) nanoparticles under oxygen free atmosphere and their
further use as a catalyst.41 The fourth method is generation of Cu(0) in situ via reduction
of Cu(II)Br2 with NaBH4.42 This method was reported by the Percec’s laboratory for the
multiphase SET-LRP of BA in alcohol-water mixtures catalyzed with
Cu(II)Br2/NaBH4/Me6-TREN.1 Methanol and ethanol provided a triphasic SET-LRP
system above a certain conversion and molecular weight while higher alcohols provided
only a biphase system utilizing the last methodology.1 This biphase consists of the solution
containing hydrophobic monomer (BA) with alcohols, which is immiscible with an
aqueous solution of Me6-TREN and Cu(II)Br2. The influence of the alcohol-water ratio on
the rate of polymerization was studied only for methanol-water mixtures.1 For all other
alcohols only one alcohol/water composition (7/3, v/v) was investigated.1 This work will
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help identify optimum solvent systems including alcohol/water composition for PBA
generated by SET-LRP. In the first series of experiments different ratios of ethanol to water
will be investigated to evaluate the influence on ethanol-water ratio on transferring a
triphasic system into biphasic one. In addition, the rates of polymerization and
polydispersity will be determined and the rate dependence on ethanol-water ratio will be
analyzed with appropriate plots. In a second series of experiments, addition of hexanes to
the reaction mixture mediated in ethanol-water solvent will be studied by varying the ratio
of ethanol to hexane while maintaining a constant amount of water. Similar to ethanolhexane, the rates of polymerization and polydispersity will be determined and the rate
dependence on ethanol-hexane-water ratio will be analyzed with appropriate plots. In both
of these two series of experiments, Cu(0) will be generated via in situ reduction of
Cu(II)Br2 with NaBH4.
Materials and Methods
BA (99+, Acros) was passed over short column of basic Al2O3 before use to remove the
radical inhibitor. NaBH4 (98%, Acros), Cu(II)Br2 (99%, Alfa Aesar), MBP (99%, Acros),
ethanol (200 proof, Decon), hexanes (99.9%, Certified ACS, Fisher), cyclohexane (99%,
Certified ACS, Fisher), ethyl acetate (99.9%, Certified ACS, Fisher), anisole (99%,
Aldrich), diethyl carbonate (98+%, Alfa Aesar), toluene (99.5%, BDH chemicals) and
thiophenol (99+%, Acros) were used as received. DI water was used in all biphase and
triphase SET-LRP experiments. NEt3 (99.91% Chem-impex) was distilled under N2 over
CaH2. Hexamethylated tris(2-aminoethyl)amine (Me6-TREN) was synthesized according
to a literature procedure.43
Techniques
500 MHz 1H-NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker DRX500 NMR instrument at 28°C
in CDCl3 containing tetramethylsilane (TMS) as internal standard. Gel permeation
chromatography (GPC) analysis of the polymer samples was performed using a Shimadzu
LC-20AD high-performance liquid chromatograph pump, a PE Nelson Analytical 900
Series integration data station, a Shimadzu RID-10A refractive index (RI) detector, and
three AM gel columns (a guard column, 500 Å, 10 µm and 104 Å, 10 µm). THF (Fisher,
HPLC grade) was used as eluent at a flow rate of 1 mL min–1. The number-average (Mn)
and weight-average (Mw) molecular weights of PMA and PBA samples were determined
with poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) standards purchased from American Polymer
Standards. MALDI-TOF analysis was performed on a Voyager DE (Applied Biosystems)
instrument with a 337-nm nitrogen laser (3-ns pulse width). The accelerating potential was
25 kV, the grid was 93%, the laser power was 1850 arbitrary units, and a positive ionization
mode was used. The sample analysis was performed with 2-(4-hydroxyphenylazo)benzoic
acid as matrix. Solutions of the matrix (25 mg/mL in THF), NaCl (2 mg/mL in deionized
H2O), and polymer (10 mg/mL) were prepared separately. The solution for MALDI-TOF
analysis was obtained by mixing the matrix, polymer and salt solutions in a 5/1/1
volumetric ratio. Then 0.5 µL portions of the mixture were deposited onto three wells of a
sample plate and dried in air at room temperature before being subjected to MALDI-TOF
analysis.
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SET-LRP of BA initiated by in situ reduction of Cu(II)Br2 with NaBH4 in ethanolwater and ethanol-hexanes-water mixture
The multiphase SET-LRP process is basically the same as reported in our previous
publications.1,44 NaBH4 was removed from the glovebox in a test vial closed with a rubber
septum and opened and weighed just before being weighed into an oven-dried test tube
(20×150 mm), using a balance with ±0.01 mg error. A stir bar was added and the test tube
was immediately sealed with a rubber septum and placed under a low flow of nitrogen.
Cu(II)Br2 should also kept inside glovebox for long term use since it can adsorb water
easily. At the same time, ethanol, hexanes, BA, water, Me6-TREN, and MBP were mixed
in another test tube (added in the order mentioned), sealed with a rubber septum, and
degassed via N2 bubbling for 30 min at 0°C. A 20 gauge needle was used and the sparging
rate was approximately 15 bubbles per second.44 After degassing of the reaction mixture,
this two phase solution was transferred to another test tube that contained Cu(II)Br2 under
nitrogen and was stirred for about one min at 25°C for complete dissolution of Cu(II)Br2
in water. Then, this mixture was added quickly to the NaBH4 using an N2 flushed gas tight
syringe. This addition was considered as time zero. A strong stirring was needed at the
beginning, which was then decreased as the viscosity of the reaction medium increased.
All polymerization reactions were performed at 25°C. Samples of approximately 0.1 mL
were taken during the reaction with an N2 flushed gas tight syringe, and dissolved in oxygen
containing CDCl3 for 1H-NMR analysis at 500 MHz to calculate the monomer conversion.
In order to measure the molecular weight and dispersity values by GPC, the solvent and
residual monomer were removed under vacuum and samples were dissolved in distilled
THF and passed through a small basic Al2O3 chromatographic column to remove any
residual copper.
Functionalization of bifunctional PBA via “thio-bromo click” reaction
In a 6 mL vial, thiophenol (12.9 µL, 0.127 mmol), distilled triethylamine (NEt; 17.6 µL,
0.127 mmol) were added into a solution of monofunctional PBA (Mn, GPC = 7,890, Mw/Mn
= 1.37; 200 mg, 0.025 mmol of bromine chain end), in 1 mL MeCN under N2.1,35,39,44,45The
monofunctional PBA was synthesized by the SET-LRP of BA in ethanol/hexanes/water
(4/3/3, v/v/v) initiated with MBP and catalyzed by Cu(0) generated via in situ reduction of
Cu(II)Br2 with NaBH4.1,2 The reaction mixture was stirred at (25 ± 0.5)°C for 3 h, and the
polymer was precipitated two times in 20 mL cold methanol. After removal of MeOH, the
final polymer was dried under vacuum to constant weight. 1,35,39,40,44,45
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Results and Discussion
SET-LRP of BA catalyzed with Cu(II)Br2/NaBH4/Me6-TREN in ethanol/water
mixture
In the first series of experiments, SET-LRP of BA initiated by methyl 2-bromopropanoate
(MBP) and catalyzed via in situ reduction of Cu(II)Br2 with NaBH4 was performed with
varying the ratio of ethanol to water (Scheme 1, Figure 3).
Scheme 1. SET-LRP of BA initiated with methyl 2-bromopropanoate (MBP) and catalyzed by Cu(0)
generated in situ via the reduction of Cu(II)Br2 with NaBH4 in ethanol-water or ethanol-nonpolar
solvent-water mixtures.

Figure 3 summarize the kinetic results for SET-LRP of BA performed in various mixtures
of ethanol/water. No reduction of Cu(II)Br2 with NaBH4 occurs in 100% ethanol containing
BA and therefore SET-LRP could not be performed in absolute ethanol. The reduction
takes place in ethanol containing 10% water. Addition of 10% water to ethanol provides a
slow SET-LRP that proceeds in one phase system that evolves in a biphasic system at 75%
conversion. The apparent rate constant (kpapp) of this SET-LRP is very low, 0.020 min–1
(Figure 3a). As we increase the water to ethanol volumetric ratio from 9/1 to 8/2, (Figure
3b) the generation of biphase from the initial stage emerges into a gel at about 70%
conversion when it becomes a triphasic system. This sequence is accompanied by a
dramatic increase of kpapp. Increasing the volumetric ratio of water from 20% to 25%, 30%,
35%, 40%, and up to 50% provided an increase of the kpapp from 0.093 min-1 to 0.151 min1
, to 174 min-1, to 196 min-1, to 0.272 min-1, and to 0.323 min -1 (compare Table 1 entries
from 2 to 7 in column 4). Increasing water content from 10% to 50% provided an increase
of conversion from 66% in 58 min to 96% in just 10.5 min (compare Table 1 entries 1 with
7, column 6 and 7). In addition, the percentage of increase in kpapp reached 1615% with an
increase of water content from 10% to 50% (compare Table 1 entries 1 with 7, column 5).
However, in all cases observation of triphasic system continues up to ethanol/water 5/5
(v/v) (Figure 3, Table 1 entries 1 to 7). Very narrow Mw/Mn values are maintained only up
to ethanol/water 7/3 (v/v) (Figure 3a, b, c, d). It is remarkable that the initiator efficiency,
Ieff is 100% (Table 1, column 9) in all cases and almost quantitative monomer conversion
is obtained in up to 15 min reaction time (Figure 3, Table 1 entries 1 to 7). In all cases, the
polymerization proceeded through SET-LRP mechanism since evolution of semilogarithmic plot ([M]0/[M] vs time) and molecular weight (Mn vs Mth) is linear (Figure 3).
Polydispersity is decreased over the time as expected.
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Figure 3. Kinetic plots, molecular weight and dispersity evolutions for the SET-LRP of BA in ethanol-water
mixture initiated with MBP and catalyzed by Cu(0) generated via in situ reduction of Cu(II)Br2 with 0.8 eq.
NaBH4 at 25°C. (a) ethanol/water (9/1, v/v); (b) ethanol/water (8/2, v/v); (c) ethanol /water (7.5/2.5, v/v); (d)
ethanol/water (7/3, v/v); (e) ethanol/water (6.5/3.5, v/v); (f) ethanol/water (6/4, v/v) and (g) ethanol/water
(5/5 v/v). Reaction conditions: BA = 4 mL, ethanol or ethanol + water = 2 mL, [BA]0/[MBP]0/[Me6TREN]0/[CuBr2]0/[NaBH4]0 = 222/1/0.4/0.4/0.32.

As it was mentioned SET-LRP of BA in any ratio of ethanol to water generated triphasic
system. Visualization of the triphasic SET-LRP of BA is illustrated in Figure 4. Figure 4a
represents formation of low viscosity light brown PBA gel in ethanol/water (8/2, v/v)
mixture while Figure 4b demonstrates higher viscosity dark brown PBA gel in
ethanol/water (6/4, v/v). This difference in color presumably due to slower consumption of
Cu(0) in more viscous reaction mixture. After exposing the higher viscosity gel to open air
for eight hours the PBA gel becomes colorless. This indicates ease of removal of remaining
copper from the reaction mixture. Representative gel permeation chromatography (GPC)
traces of the PBA obtained in ethanol/water = 8/2 (v/v) during the SET-LRP process as a
function of conversion are shown in Figure 5a.
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TABLE 1. Triphase and biphase SET-LRP of BA in ethanol/water and ethanol-nonpolar-water mixtures
catalyzed by Cu(0) generated in situ via the reduction of Cu(II)Br2 with NaBH4.
kp1 app
kp1 app
–1 increase
(min )
(%)a

Reaction
Conv.
I
(Mw/Mn) eff c
Time (min)b (%)
(%)

Entry Reaction medium

Reaction state

1

Ethanol/H2O, (9/1, v/v)

Org. sol/Aq. sol.d 0.020 –

58

66

1.20

100

2

Ethanol/H2O, (8/2, v/v)

Org. gel/Aq. sol.

0.093 465

30

94

1.18

100

3

Ethanol/H2O, (7.5/2.5, v/v)

Org. gel/Aq. sol.

0.151 755

23.5

97

1.17

100

4

Ethanol/H2O, (7/3, v/v)

Org. gel/Aq. sol.

0.174 870

17

95

1.17

100

5

Ethanol/H2O, (6.5/3.5, v/v)

Org. gel/Aq. sol.

0.196 980

14

94

1.27

100

6

Ethanol/H2O, (6/4, v/v)

Org. gel/Aq. sol.

0.272 1360

10

93

1.30

100

7

Ethanol/H2O, (5/5, v/v)

Org. gel/Aq. sol.

0.323 1615

10.5

96

1.61

100

8

Ethanol/hexanes/H2O, (7/1/2, v/v/v)

Org. sol/Aq. sol.

0.120 600

30

97

1.14

100

9

Ethanol/hexanes/H2O, (6/2/2, v/v/v)

Org. sol/Aq. sol.

0.127 635

24

95

1.14

100

10

Ethanol/hexanes/H2O, (5/3/2, v/v/v)

Org. sol/Aq. sol.

0.145 725

24

97

1.19

100

11

Ethanol/hexanes/H2O, (4/4/2, v/v/v)

Org. sol/Aq. sol.

0.166 830

24

98

1.20

100

12

Ethanol/hexanes/H2O, (3/5/2, v/v/v)

Org. sol/Aq. sol.

0.118 590

29

97

1.31

100

13

Ethanol/hexanes/H2O, (2/6/2, v/v/v)

Org. sol/Aq. sol.

0.090 450

30

92

1.44

94

14

Ethanol/hexanes/H2O, (1/7/2, v/v/v)

Org. sol/Aq. sol.

0.047 235

42

85

2.91

44

a

b

Increase of apparent rate constant with respect to the rate in ethanol/water (9/1,v/v) in entry 1. Reaction
time to the conversion (%) reported in the next column. c Initiator efficiency. d The reaction mixture is two
phase because the conversion is low. Reaction conditions: [BA]0/[MBP]0/[Me6-TREN]0/[CuBr2]0/[NaBH4]0 =
222/1/0.4/0.4/0.32, BA = 4 mL; ethanol + water or ethanol + nonpolar solvent + water = 2 mL, . The v/v ratio
must be multiplied by 10 to obtain % ethanol/% water. The value of v+v must be divided by 5 to obtain the
total volume of solvents, 2 mL.

Figure 4. Visualization of the reaction mixture after SET-LRP of BA in ethanol-water mixtures initiated with
MBP and catalyzed by Cu(0) prepared via in situ reduction of Cu(II)Br2 with NaBH4 at 25°C. Pictures (a)
and (b) taken at the end of the reaction after stirring was stopped for 30 min. (a) ethanol/water (8/2, v/v)
where a low viscosity gel formed; (b) ethanol/water (6/4, v/v) where a higher viscosity gel formed, and (c)
the same polymerization mixture (b) after sitting in open air for 8 hours.
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Figure 5. GPC traces of PBA obtained by SET-LRP of BA initiated with MBP and catalyzed by Cu(0)
prepared via in situ reduction of Cu(II)Br2 with 0.8 eq. NaBH4 at 25°C in (a) ethanol/water (8/2, v/v); (b)
ethanol/hexanes/water (4/4/2, v/v/v) and (c) ethanol/hexanes/water (5/3/2, v/v/v) mixtures. Reaction
conditions: [BA]0/[MBP]0/[Me6-TREN]0/[CuBr2]0/[NaBH4]0 = 222/1/0.4/0.4/0.32, BA = 4 mL, ethanol +
water or ethanol + hexanes + water = 2 mL.

SET-LRP of BA catalyzed with Cu(II)Br2/NaBH4/Me6-TREN in two phase system
obtained by the addition of hexanes to ethanol-water mixtures
In order to transform the triphase SET-LRP of BA into a biphasic system, the addition of
the nonpolar solvent, hexane, to the ethanol-water reaction mixture was first investigated.
Hexanes is a classic nonpolar and non-disproportionating solvent46 that does not dissolve
Cu(II)Br2 in the presence of Me6-TREN ligand. In addition, hexanes do not interact with
the water phase. Hexane are immiscible in water and miscible with ethanol and are a good
solvent for BA and poly(BA) (PBA). The solvent system used a constant composition of
water (20% of the total mixture of solvents) and a continuous increase in the volume
fraction of hexanes changed only the ratio between ethanol and hexane. Figure 6
summarizes all kinetic experiments performed.
The combination of red and black squares in Figure 6 represents the duplication of
experiments. The addition of 10% hexanes to the system ethanol/water = 8/2 (v/v) (Figure
3b), generated ethanol/hexanes/water = 7/1/2 (v/v/v), that transformed the triphasic system
into a biphasic system and increased the kpapp value from 0.093 min–1 to 0.120 min–1 while
maintaining the same Mw/Mn value of the PBA (compare entries 2 with 8 in Table 1).
Increasing the concentration of hexanes up to ethanol/hexanes/water = 4/4/2 (v/v/v) (Figure
4) provided a continuous increase in kpapp value up to 0.166 min–1 while maintaining the
low dispersity of the PBA (Figure 5b, Table 1 entries 8 to 11). Further increasing the
concentrations of hexanes demonstrated a decrease in the rate of polymerization and an
increase the PBA dispersity. A ratio of ethanol/hexanes/water = 1/7/2 generated the lowest
kpapp (0.047 min–1), only 85% conversion in 42 min, and a PBA with Mw/Mn = 2.91 (Table
entry 12 to 14). In all cases SET-LRP of BA proceeded through expected mechanism and
can be confirmed by looking at kinetic plots representing linear evolution of semilogarithmic plot and molecular weight. It is important to state that a composition of 8/2 v/v
of hexanes/water does not proceed through a SET-LRP process, but more likely by a free
radical polymerization (kpapp = 0.027) which generated a very high molecular weight
polymer at low conversion with broad dispersity.
The third series of experiments to evaluate the transition from triphase to biphase was
design leaving a constant composition of hexanes (30% by volume of the total mixture of
solvents) and variable composition of water to ethanol. It was done by group members and
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reported in published paper.47 It will not be discussed in this report.

Figure 6. Kinetic plots, molecular weight and dispersity evolutions for the SET-LRP of BA in ethanolhexanes-water mixtures (with constant water) initiated with MBP and catalyzed by Cu(0) generated via in
situ reduction of Cu(II)Br2 with 0.8 eq. NaBH4 at 25°C. (a) ethanol/hexanes/water (7/1/2, v/v/v); (b)
ethanol/hexanes/water (6/2/2, v/v/v); (c) ethanol/hexanes/water (5/3/2, v/v/v); (d) ethanol/hexanes/water
(4/4/2, v/v/v); (e) ethanol/hexanes/water (3/5/2, v/v/v); (f) ethanol/hexanes/water (2/6/2, v/v/v); and (g)
ethanol/hexanes/water (1/7/2, v/v/v). Reaction conditions: BA = 4 mL, ethanol + hexanes + water = 2 mL,
[BA]0/[MBP]0/[Me6-TREN]0/[CuBr2]0/[NaBH4]0 = 222/1/0.4/0.4/0.32.

Chain end analysis of PBA by MALDI-TOF before and after “thio-bromo click”
functionalization
Analysis of the chain end functionality of the polymer obtained with these biphase and
triphase SET-LRP previously reported, showed perfect or near perfect chain end
functionality for both monofunctional and bifunctional BPA and poly(methyl acrylate).1,44
Figure 7 shows the MALDI-TOF spectra of PBA initiated with MBP and catalyzed by
Cu(0) prepared via in situ reduction of Cu(II)Br2 with NaBH4 in a two phase system with
ethanol/hexanes/water (4/3/3, v/v/v), before and after “thio-bromo click” functionalization
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Figure 7. MALDI-TOF of PBA-Br isolated at 98% conversion from SET-LRP of BA in
ethanol/hexanes/water (4/3/3, v/v/v) mixture initiated with MBP, catalyzed by Cu(0) prepared via in situ
reduction of Cu(II)Br2 with 0.8 eq. NaBH4 at 25°C before (a) and after (b) “thio-bromo click” reaction.
Reaction conditions: [BA]0/[MBP]0/[Me6-TREN]0/[CuBr2]0/[NaBH4]0 = 50/1/0.4/0.4/0.32, BA = 4 mL,
ethanol + hexanes + water = 2 mL. Dotted line in the expansion after thioetherification shows the original
peak from before thioetherification, while 29 represents the increase in molar mass after thioetherification
i.e., SC6H5 (109.2) – Br (79.9) = 29.3.
Scheme 2. “Thio-bromo click” reaction of monofunctional PBA, using thiophenol.
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(Scheme 2).1,35,39,40,44,45 Each peak corresponds to a polymer of a particular molecular
weight, and the distribution of peaks results from the polydispersity of the polymer sample.
As can be seen in the insets in Scheme 2, each peak is separated by 128 Da, which is the
mass of a single butyl acrylate monomer unit. Reaction of the polymer with thiophenol
using “thio-bromo click” chemistry converts the chain end bromide to a thiophenyl group,
causing an increase in the molecular weight of each polymer chain by 29 Da (inset, Scheme
2b); for example, compare the left-most peaks in the insets of Scheme 2a before
thioetherification (m/z = 5059.8 Da) and Scheme 2b after thioetherification (m/z = 5090.5).
Polymers with terminated chain end will not react with thiophenol and hence will not show
a change in molecular weight. The near-complete conversion of all peaks with m/z = M in
Scheme 2a to peaks with m/z = [M + 29] in Scheme 2b demonstrates perfect chain end
functionality and the absence of bimolecular termination.

Figure 8. (a) Dependence of kpapp to the volume fraction of water (!H2O) in SET-LRP of BA initiated with
MBP and catalyzed with Cu(0) generated in situ by the reduction of Cu(II)Br2 with NaBH4 in experiments
done in ethanol/water; (b) dependence of kpapp to the volume fraction of hexanes (!Hex) in ethanol-hexaneswater experiments while !H2O is constant at 0.2.

The synergistic effect of the nonpolar solvent hexanes in biphase SET-LRP
Figure 8 shows the dependence of kpapp for the two series of kinetic experiments as a
function of the volume fraction of solvent (!solvent). Ratios between solvents as reported in
the kinetic experiments from Figure 3, 6 are shown in horizontal axis while kpapp values are
shown on vertical axis. In the case of kinetic experiments presented in mixtures of ethanol
with water (Figure 8a) there is an increase of the kpapp with the increase of the volume
fraction of water !H2O. The same dependence was observed for the case of methanol water.1
Fig. 8b displays the plot as the volume fraction of hexanes (!Hex) for the compositions
employed. An initial increase of kpapp was observed within an increase the concentration of
hexanes up to 40%. Further increase in the concentration of hexanes showed a decrease in
kpapp. The series of experiments done by group members also demonstrated an increase of
kpapp with an increase of water concentration up to 30% followed by a decrease upon further
14

increasing the water content.
This maximum synergistic effect can be explained in the following way. During the period
when kpapp increases, the ethanol/hexanes mixture behaves as a single solvent that interacts
with water in a two phase system in the presence of water (see Figure 8a). This means that
the miscibility between ethanol and water facilitates the creation of a solvent mixture that
behaves like alcohol similar to methanol in the presence of H2O/Cu(II)X2 solution. In this
range of compositions, the rate of the reaction is higher than for the corresponding ethanolwater experiments for all cases (Figure 1). This phenomenon is probably due to the fact
that polymerization proceeds in the solution state rather than gel state. Above the solvent
composition that corresponds to the maximum value of kpapp, the ethanol-hexanes solution
behaves like a solvent that does not interact sufficiently well with the H2O/Cu(II)X2 phase
(since the polarity of the mixture decreases with increasing the hexanes content) and
therefore while kpapp decrease while Mw/Mn of PBA increases. Regardless of this
composition dependent synergistic effect, these experiments demonstrate the ability to use
nonpolar solvents in conjunction with miscible polar solvents and water in biphasic SETLRP. These experiments show for the first time the polymerization of nonpolar monomers
via the SET-LRP methodology in mixture of inexpensive nonpolar solvents with
inexpensive polar protic solvents and water. Similar results have been previously observed
in expensive dipolar aprotic solvents like DMSO12,19,48–51 and in fluorinated protic
solvents.33,34,52,53
Conclusions
SET-LRP of BA catalyzed by Cu(0) generated via in situ reduction of Cu(II)Br2 with
NaBH4 proceeds in a triphasic ethanol-water mixture since the PBA is not soluble in
ethanol beyond a certain molecular weight. This triphase system consists of the polymer
gel swelled in the organic phase and the water phase. Addition of at least 10% of the
nonpolar solvent hexanes to the ethanol-water reaction mixture transforms SET-LRP of
BA from a triphasic to a biphasic system. In all cases the reaction proceeded through SETLRP mechanism. A synergistic effect was observed during the transition from a three to
two phase system by the addition of the nonpolar solvent hexanes that corresponds to a
volumetric ratio of 4/3/3 (v/v/v) for ethanol/hexanes/water, while the volume fraction of
hexanes (!Hex) is constant at 0.3, and 4/4/2 (v/v/v) while the volume fraction of water
(!H2O) is constant at 0.2. During the period when kpapp increases to reach the maximum
value, the ethanol/hexanes mixture behaves as a single solvent that interacts with water in
a two phase system. This means that the miscibility between ethanol and water facilitates
the creation of a solvent mixture that behaves like an alcohol such as methanol in the
presence of H2O/Cu(II)X2 solution. Above the solvent composition that corresponds to the
maximum value of kpapp, the ethanol-hexanes solution behaves like a solvent that does not
interact sufficiently well with the H2O/Cu(II)X2 phase, since the polarity of the mixture
decreases with increasing hexanes content, and therefore kpapp decreases while Mw/Mn of
PBA increases. The non-disproportionating solvents toluene, anisole, ethyl acetate, diethyl
carbonate and cyclohexane behave the same way as hexanes. Regardless of this
composition dependent synergistic effect, these experiments demonstrate the ability to use
nonpolar non-disproportionating solvents in conjunction with miscible polar solvents and
water in biphasic SET-LRP. Furthermore, the isolated PBA that exposed to air is colorless
(Figure 4c) and therefore free of copper. The copper content of an isolated polymer prepare
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with a similar biphase system was determined by Haddleton laboratory to be 0.016 wt%.51
This new SET-LRP methodology opens new avenues to expand the scope of polymer
synthesis via living radical polymerization.
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Chapter 2
Acetone-Water Biphasic Mixtures as Solvents for Ultrafast SET-LRP of
Hydrophobic Acrylates
Reproduced from Ref. 118 with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry
Introduction
Single electron transfer living radical polymerization (SET-LRP) proceeds at room
temperature1–11 and below12 with acrylates, methacrylates, acrylamides, methacrylamides,
acrylonitrile, methacrylonitrile, vinyl chloride and others.1-28 The key step in SET-LRP is
disproportionation of Cu(I)X into Cu(0) and Cu(II)X2.29 Since Cu(0) is the catalyst, its
regeneration in situ via disproportionation is critical to SET-LRP. Disproportionation is
mediated by a combination of solvent and ligand. Dipolar aprotic solvents,3,4,6,7,13
fluorinated alcohols,14–16 polar aprotic,2–8,13,17–20 water,1,12,21 alcohols,22 mixtures of
organic solvents with water,23–25 and mixtures of organic solvents26 are suitable solvents
for SET-LRP due to their facilitation of disproportionation. In contrast, acetone,27
acetonitrile,20,28,29 and toluene30 are not suitable solvents for SET-LRP since they exhibit
low equilibrium constant for the disproportionation of Cu(I)X into Cu(0) and Cu(II)X2.
Recently Percec’s laboratory elaborated a biphasic SET-LRP process to eliminate the
current limitation of SET-LRP concerning the requirement of polar disproportionating
solvents.25 The classic polar non-disproportionating solvent acetonitrile demonstrated
excellent characteristics of SET-LRP by utilizing this new methodology.23 This new
methodology relies on a two phase system containing a water soluble or water insoluble
solvent and a hydrophobic acrylate forming the first phase that is not miscible with the
second phase containing water, Cu(II)X2 and ligand. In this biphasic system Cu(0) is
generated by complete or partial reduction of Cu(II)X2 with NaBH4 in situ. Activation with
Cu(0) occurs in the organic phase while deactivation with Cu(II)X2 occurs at the interface
between the organic phase and the water phase. Cu(I)X produced during activation is not
soluble in the organic phase, being less soluble than Cu(II)X2, therefore partitioned in the
water phase where it disproportionates into Cu(0) and Cu(II)X2. The new methodology will
allow us to expand the solvent library which provides excellent SET-LRP by utilizing nondisproportionating solvent. Inspired by previous work with the polar nondisproportionating solvent acetonitrile,23 the goal of this report is to investigate acetone as
an alternative polar non-disproportionating solvent for the SET-LRP of BA or MA in
biphasic mixtures with water. Acetone is the second cheapest solvent after methanol and
excellent solvent for many polymers. There are only six publications in which acetone27,31–
35
and mixtures of acetone with water27,34,35 were used as solvent in SET-LRP and eight
publications in which acetone36–43 and mixtures of acetone with water40,41 were used as
solvents in atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP). In addition, there are two
additional publications in which acetone was used as solvent for other metal catalyzed
LRPs.44,45 Acetone at the same time is a reagent that undergoes a large diversity of organic
reactions under basic, acidic and redox conditions. None of the above mentioned papers
addressed side reactions that acetone might undergo except one that reports a small extent
of chain transfer derived as side reaction.42 This work represents the first a series of control
experiments that will study side reactions in acetone. We will probe the order of reagent
addition needed to minimize side reactions. First visualization of control experiments will
be demonstrated followed by kinetic experiments. A series of kinetic experiments will be
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performed to find suitable reaction conditions to provide SET-LRP of BA or MA with
living characteristics. Samples will be taken during polymerization and used to construct
two types of plots containing data on conversion, the rate of polymerization, molecular
weight, polydispersity. To confirm livingness of obtained polymers, we expect to observe
linear semi-logarthmic plot and molecular weight evolution, a gradual decrease of
polydispersity, and near complete conversion. Chain end analysis before and after thiobromo click reaction will be performed using MALDI-TOF and 500 MHz 1H-NMR
technique. The polymerization reaction will be performed using two methodologies to
generate Cu(0). The first involves the generation of Cu(0) nano-colloidal particles as
catalyst via the in situ reduction of Cu(II)Br2 with NaBH4 by two different procedures. The
second involves the use of non-activated Cu(0) wire as catalyst.
Materials and Methods
MA (99%) and BA (99+%) both from Acros were passed over short columns of basic Al2O3
before use to remove the radical inhibitor. NaBH4 (98%, Acros), Cu(II)Br2 (99%, Fluka),
MBP (99%, Acros), thiophenol (99+%, Across), acetone (99.8% Certified ACS, Fisher),
methanol (99.9%, Certified ACS, Fisher), TBAB (99%, Acros) and triethylamine (NEt3)
(99.91%, Chem-impex) were used as received. Deionized water was used in all SET-LRP
experiments. BPE was synthesized by esterification of ethylene glycol with 2bromopropioyl bromide in the presence of pyridine according to our previous publication.23
Me6-TREN was synthesized according to a literature procedure.
Techniques
500 MHz 1H-NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker DRX500 NMR instrument at 28°C
in CDCl3 containing tetramethylsilane (TMS) as internal standard. For chain end analysis
of PMA and BPA samples, the delay time (D1) was set at 8 s and the number of scans was
set at a minimum of 100 scans. Gel permeation chromatography (GPC) analysis of the
polymer samples was performed using a Shimadzu LC-20AD high-performance liquid
chromatograph pump, a PE Nelson Analytical 900 Series integration data station, a
Shimadzu RID-10A refractive index (RI) detector, and three AM gel columns (a guard
column, 500 Å, 10 µm, and 104 Å, 10 µm). THF (Fisher, HPLC grade) was used as eluent
at a flow rate of 1 mL min–1. The number-average (Mn) and weight-average (Mw) molecular
weights of PMA and PBA samples were determined with poly(methyl methacrylate)
(PMMA) standards purchased from American Polymer Standards. MALDI-TOF analysis
was performed on a Voyager DE (Applied Biosystems) instrument with a 337-nm nitrogen
laser (3 ns pulse width). The accelerating potential was 25 kV, the grid was 90%, the laser
power was 1950 arbitrary units, and a positive ionization mode was used. The sample
analysis was performed with 2-(4-hydroxyphenylazo)benzoic acid as matrix. Solutions of
the matrix (25 mg mL-1 in THF), NaCl (2 mg mL-1 in deionized H2O), polymer (10 mg mL1
) were prepared separately. The solution for MALDI-TOF analysis was obtained by
mixing the matrix, polymer and salt solutions in a 5/1/1 volumetric ratio. Then 0.5 µL
portions of the mixture were deposited onto three wells of a sample plate and dried in air
at room temperature before being subjected to MALDI-TOF analysis.
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Typical procedure for polymerization kinetics
Two phase SET-LRP of BA or MA initiated by in situ reduction of Cu(II)Br2 with
NaBH4 in acetone−water mixtures
NaBH4 was removed from the glovebox just before being used and weighed into an ovendried disposable test tube (20×150 mm), using a balance with ±0.01 mg error. A stir bar
was added and the test tube was immediately sealed with a rubber septum and placed under
a low flow of nitrogen. At the same time, acetone, BA or MA, water, ligand, and initiator
were mixed in another test tube (added in the order mentioned), sealed with a rubber
septum, and degassed via N2 bubbling for 30 min at 0°C. Two 20 gauge needles were used
and the sparging rate was approximately 15 bubbles per second. If too much nitrogen is
passed through the open system the monomer or solvent can evaporate. After degassing,
the two phase solution was transferred to another test tube that contained Cu(II)Br2 under
nitrogen and was stirred for about one min at 25°C for complete dissolution of Cu(II)Br2
in water. Then, this mixture was added quickly to the NaBH4 using an N2 flushed gas tight
syringe. This addition was considered as time zero. A strong stirring (Stir rate setting 10 =
1200 RPM on this particular IKA Ceramag Midi hot plate) was used at the beginning,
which was then gradually decreased (to stir rate setting 4 = 480 RPM) to maintain smooth
stirring as the viscosity of the reaction medium increased. All polymerization reactions
were performed at 25°C. Samples of approximately 0.1 mL were taken during the reaction
with an N2 flushed gas tight syringe, and dissolved in oxygenated CDCl3 for 1H-NMR
analysis at 500 MHz to calculate the monomer conversion. In order to measure the
molecular weight and polydispersity values, the polymerization samples were dissolved in
distilled THF and passed through a small basic Al2O3 column to remove any residual
copper. The solvent and residual monomer were removed under vacuum and samples were
dissolved in THF for GPC analysis with PMMA standards.
Two phase SET-LRP of BA or MA initiated by in situ reduction of Cu(II)Br2 with
NaBH4 in water prior to the addition of the mixture of monomer, initiator, acetone and
TBAB
NaBH4 was removed from the glove box just before being used and weighed into an ovendried test tube (20×150 mm), using a balance with ±0.01 mg error. A stir bar was added
and the test tube was immediately sealed with a rubber septum and placed under a low flow
of nitrogen. Next, tetrabutylammonium bromide (TBAB) was weighed using weighing
paper on the balance with ±0.01 mg error and transferred to the test tube (15×130 mm). As
received acetone was added to the test tube to dissolve TBAB following by the addition of
monomer, initiator (added in the order mentioned), and sealed with a rubber septum. In
another test tube (15×85 mm) water and ligand were mixed (added in the order mentioned),
and sealed with a rubber septum. Both test tubes were degassed via N2 bubbling for 30 min
at 0°C. 20 gauge needles were used and the sparging rate was approximately 15 bubbles
per second. If too much nitrogen is passed through the open system, solvent or monomer
can evaporate. In the meantime, Cu(II)Br2 was weighed into the test tube (15×85 mm)
using a balance with ±0.01 mg error and placed under positive N2 flow to remove oxygen.
After degassing, the solution of water with ligand was transferred to a test tube containing
Cu(II)Br2 under N2 and was stirred for about one min at 25°C until Cu(II)Br2 was dissolved
in water. Then, this mixture was added quickly to the NaBH4 using an N2 flushed gas tight
syringe. A strong stirring (stir rate setting 10 = 1200 RPM on this particular IKA Ceramag
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Midi hot plate) was applied during the reduction of Cu(II)Br2 to Cu(0). After the reduction
period, the second degassed solution of monomer, initiator, acetone, TBAB was added to
the test tube containing the mixture of Cu(0) and Cu(II) colloids. This addition was
considered as time zero. A strong stirring (stir rate setting 10 = 1200 RPM on this particular
IKA Ceramag Midi hot plate) was used at the beginning, which was then gradually
decreased (to stir rate setting 4 = 480 RPM) to maintain smooth stirring as the viscosity of
the reaction medium increased. All polymerization reactions were performed at 25°C.
Samples of approximately 0.1 mL were taken during the reaction with an N2 flushed gas
tight syringe, and dissolved in oxygenated CDCl3 for 1H-NMR analysis at 500 MHz to
calculate the monomer conversion. In order to measure the molecular weight and
polydispersity values, the polymerization samples were dissolved in THF and passed
through a small basic Al2O3 to remove any residual copper. The solvent and residual
monomer were removed under vacuum and samples were dissolved in THF for GPC
analysis with PMMA standards.
Typical procedure for SET-LRP of MA using non-activated Copper (0) wire
Catalyst (12.5 cm of 20 gauge wire) was measured and cleaned using a paper towel soaked
with acetone to remove the impurities present on the surface. Then it was wrapped around
a Teflon-coated stir bar and washed again with acetone to remove impurities caused during
the wrapping process. After, it was added to a 25 mL Schlenk tube, sealed with a rubber
septum, and placed under vacuum. The monomer (MA, 1 mL), solvent (acetone/water, 500
µL), initiator (MBP, 5.6 µL), ligand (Me6-TREN, 1.4 µL) were added to the Schlenk tube
in the following order: acetone, monomer, water, ligand, initiator. Degassing done by
lowering temperature of solution to -780C and applying vacuum for 10-15 seconds. The
tube was brought to 25°C water bath for 2 minutes and brought back to -780C. After 8
degassing cycles the Schlenk tube was filled with N2. The catalyst was transferred under a
positive flow of N2 to the Schlenk tube containing the reaction components. Two more
degassing cycles were applied during which Cu(0) wire wrapped around the stir bar was
held above the reaction mixture using a small magnet. Then the Schlenk tube was filled
with nitrogen and the reaction mixture was placed in a water bath thermostated at 25°C.
After reaching the ambient temperature, the stir bar with catalyst was dropped gently into
the reaction mixture to start the polymerization. Samples of approximately 50 µL were
taken during the reaction with an N2 flushed gas tight syringe, and dissolved in oxygenated
CDCl3 for 1H-NMR analysis at 500 MHz to calculate the monomer conversion. In order to
measure the molecular weight and polydispersity values, the polymerization samples were
dissolved in THF and passed through a small basic Al2O3 to remove any residual copper.
The solvent and residual monomer were removed under vacuum and samples were
dissolved in THF for GPC analysis with PMMA standards.
Procedures for the control experiments
Procedure for control experiment shown in Figure 1: Cu(II)Br2 (11.5 mg) was measured
on a balance with ±0.01 mg error. Then, 1600 µL of acetone was added to the vial. Vortex
was applied to dissolve Cu(II)Br2.
Procedure for control experiment shown in Figure 2: a) Cu(II)Br2 (11.5 mg) was measured
on a balance with ±0.01 mg error. Then, acetone (1600 µL) was added and Vortex was
applied to dissolve the copper bromide; b) Deionized water (400 µL) was added to the
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solution in (a); c) Me6-TREN (13.85 µL) was added to the solution in (b); d) Cu(II)Br2
(32.0 mg) was measured on a balance with ±0.01 mg error, and placed under a positive
flow of nitrogen to remove the oxygen. Then, degassed acetone (4.00 mL) was added to
the vial under N2 and stirred until full precipitation of the white precipitate and dissolution
of Cu(II)Br2. Then, the liquid phase was decanted and the white precipitate was dried under
the vacuum. After, the degassed mixture of water (1000 µL) and ligand (36.0 µL) was
added to the vial containing the dried white precipitate; e) BA (4.00 mL) was added to the
solution in (c); f) Acetone (1600 µL) and Me6-TREN (13.85 µL) were mixed and
transferred to a vial containing Cu(II)Br2 (11.5 mg); g) Then, water (400 µL) was added to
the solution in (f); h) BA (4.00 mL) was added to solution in (g); i) Cu(II)Br2 (18.0 mg)
was measured on a balance with ±0.01 mg and dissolved in water (200 µL). Then, acetone
(1.00 mL), MA (4.00 mL) and Me6-TREN were added; j) Cu(II)Br2 (18.0 mg) was
measured on a balance with ±0.01 mg error and dissolved in water (400 µL). Then, acetone
(1.00 mL), MA (4.00 mL), Me6-TREN (21.7 µL) were added to it. k) Cu(II)Br2 (11.5 mg)
was measured on the balance with ±0.01 mg error and water (400 µL) was added; l) Me6TREN (13.85 µL) was added to the solution in (k); m) Acetone (1600 µL) was added to
solution in (l); n) BA (4.00 mL) was added to solution in (m).
Procedure for control experiment shown in Figure 11: TBAB (4.5 mg) was measured on
the balance and dissolved in acetone (1600 µL). Then, this solution was transferred to a
vial containing Cu(II)Br2 (11.5 mg). Vortex was applied and a small white particles was
observed in the solution shown in (a). Water (400 µL) was added and white particles
dissolved (photo shown in panel b). This indicates generation of Cu(II)Br2 and prevention
of bromination of acetone which forms Cu(I)Br as byproduct. Then, Me6-TREN (13.85
µL) was added to (b) and it is shown in (c). The color changed from colorless to light green.
After BA (4.00 mL) was added and two phases were observed.
Procedure for control experiment shown in Figure 12: TBAB (5.0 mg) was measured on
the balance and transferred to disposable vial (15×85 mm). Degassed acetone (1600 µL)
was added to the vial containing TBAB under inert atmosphere. After dissolution of TBAB,
the solution of TBAB in acetone was transferred to a disposable vial (15×85 mm)
containing Cu(II)Br2 (11.5 mg) under inert atmosphere. Vortex was applied and small
white particles were observed in the solution shown in (a). TBAB (33.0 mg) was measured
on the balance and transferred to disposable vial (15×85 mm). Previously degassed acetone
(1600 µL) was added to vial containing TBAB under inert atmosphere. After dissolution
of TBAB, the solution of TBAB in acetone was transferred to a disposable vial (15×85
mm) containing Cu(II)Br2 (11.5 mg) under inert atmosphere. Vortex was applied to
dissolve CuBr2 and dark solution appeared without any precipitation (b). TBAB (5.0 mg
or 33.0 mg) was measured on the balance and transferred to disposable vial (15×85 mm).
Degassed water (400 µL) was added to vial containing TBAB under inert atmosphere. After
dissolution of TBAB, the solution of TBAB in water was transferred to a vial containing
Cu(II)Br2 (11.5 mg) under inert atmosphere. In both cases TBAB and CuBr2 dissolved
quickly without any Vortex and appeared to be visually similar (c). NaBr (1.3 mg or 11.0
mg) was measured on the balance and transferred to disposable vial (15×85 mm).
Degassed water (400 µL) was added to vial containing NaBr under inert atmosphere. After
dissolution of NaBr, the solution of NaBr in water was transferred to a vial containing
Cu(II)Br2 (11.5 mg) under inert atmosphere. In both cases NaBr and CuBr2 dissolved
quickly without any Vortex and appeared to be visually similar (d).
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Procedure for control experiment shown in Figure 13: CuBr2 was measured on the balance
and transferred to disposable vial (15×85 mm). Water (400 µL) and ligand (13.85 µL) was
mixed and added to vial containing CuBr2. Then, some time allowed without disturbing
solution to see an extremely small precipitate (a). After, vortex was applied shown in (b),
1M NaOH (5.00 mL) was added to the vial containing Cu(II)Br2 (11.5 mg) in water (400
µL) (c).
Procedure for the determination of the composition of the two phases at the beginning
and at the end of the polymerization
The composition of the two phases was estimated using acetone-d6 containing 2% by
volume of TMS as internal standard. 1H NMR was performed on a solvent blank to
determine the quantity of water and acetone residual in the solvent itself. These values were
subtracted from the spectra of each polymerization phase. After calibration of the TMS
peak to 12, and subtracting the background signals, it was determined that at the beginning
of the polymerization (2.5 minutes, 14% conversion) the aqueous phase contained about
10 mol % of acetone and 90 mol % of water. The organic phase contained 85 mol % of
acetone and 15 mol % water. At the end of the polymerization (30 min and 97%
conversion) the aqueous phase contained 19 mol % acetone and 81 mol % water. The
organic phase contained 71 mol % of acetone and 29 mol % water. The organic phase
appeared turbid due to a fine dispersion of water droplets. The reaction conditions:
[BA]0/[BPE]0/[Me6-TREN]0/[CuBr2]0/[NaBH4]0 = 222/1/0.4/0.4/0.32. acetone/water =
8/2, v/v.
Functionalization of bifunctional PBA via “Thio-Bromo Click” reaction
In a 6 mL vial, thiophenol (32 µL, 0.310 mmol), triethylamine ,distilled from CaH2, (43
µL, 0.310 mmol) were added into a solution of bifunctional PMA (Mn(GPC) = 9,640, Mw/Mn
= 1.26; 300 mg, 0.062 mmol of bromine chain end), in 1.50 mL MeCN under N2. The
bifunctional PMA was synthesized by the SET-LRP of MA in acetone/water = 8/2 (v/v)
initiated with BPE and catalyzed by Cu(0) generated via in situ reduction of Cu(II)Br2 with
NaBH4. The reaction mixture was stirred at (25 ± 0.5)°C for 3 h, and the polymer was
precipitated two times in 20 mL cold methanol. After removal of MeOH, the final polymer
was dried under vacuum to constant weight.
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Results and Discussion
Potential side reactions of acetone with SET-LRP reagents decide their order of
addition to the reaction mixture
Scheme 1 outlines the reaction conditions and the reagents employed in the biphasic
acetone/water SET-LRP of MA and BA initiated with bis(2-bromopropionyl) ethane (BPE)
or 2-bromo propanoate (MBP) and catalyzed with Cu(0) generated by the reduction of
Cu(II)Br2 with NaBH4 in the presence of Me6-TREN in the absence or presence of tetra-nbutylammonium bromide ((n-Bu)4N+Br–, TBAB). The quantitative reduction of Cu(II)Br2
to Cu(0) with NaBH4 is instantaneous in water46,47 and at a 1/1 mole ratio of Cu(II)Br2 to
NaBH4 in the presence of Me6-TREN it also generates one mole of NaBr.46–57 Acetone is
known to solvate Cu atoms and to generate copper nanoparticles of 3 to 4 nm in diameter.58
At the same time, NaBH4 can also reduce acetone to isopropanol.59 Under the SET-LRP
conditions elaborated here, less than 1% acetone from the reaction mixture was reduced to
1
isopropanol (as determined by H-NMR). Cu(II)Br2 is relatively soluble in acetone, while
Cu(II)Cl2 is less soluble.60 Both of them are known to halogenate acetone and other ketones
and aldehydes in bulk as well as in water,61 alcohols,62,63 DMF,64,65 chloroform-ethyl
acetate66 and in other solvents. The bromination of acetone with Cu(II)Br2 can be
monitored by visualization. Transformation of black Cu(II)Br2 crystals into white insoluble
Cu(I)Br indicates the presence of monobrominated acetone products. Aliquots taken at 2
min were studied by 1H-NMR and revealed the formation of aldol condensation products
(Figure 1). This bromination reaction does not occur in the presence of Me6-TREN.
Nevertheless, when Cu(II)Br2 is mixed with Me6-TREN in acetone, the formation of the
green acetone-insoluble crystals of Cu(II)Br2/Me6-TREN complex67,68 (Figure 2f). A small
concentration of acetone27 dihydrates is also formed (0.1%) in the presence of water.
However, no aldol alkylation by the MBP and BPE initiators or growing polymer chains
were observed by 1H-NMR analysis. Also, no aldol condensations were detected during
this biphasic SET-LRP process although aldol condensation was observed when acetone
was mixed with Cu(II)Br2. Therefore, during the elaboration of this biphasic methodology,
no direct contact between acetone and Cu(II)Br2 must occur in the absence of Me6-TREN
since the resulting bromoacetone is an excellent initiator for this SET-LRP process. Also,
no direct contact between acetone, water and NaBH4 should occur in the absence of the
water solution of Cu(II)Br2/Me6-TREN. It is important to state that reduction of
Cu(II)Br2/Me6-TREN solution in water is much faster than the reduction of acetone. The
low equilibrium constant for the dehydration of acetone makes this reaction a minor
component of this SET-LRP process. Another possible side reaction of Cu(II)Br2 in the
presence of monomer is the bromination of the double bond.65,69–71 A control experiment
using a molar ratio 1:2 of BA to CuBr2 in acetonitrile in the absence of ligand and initiator
under N2 atmosphere demonstrated the bromination of the double bond of BA in a few
minutes.
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Scheme 1. Biphasic SET-LRP of MA and BA and undesirable side reactions that must be avoided
during the polymerization process.
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Figure 1. Visualization of the reaction mixture of acetone with CuBr2. Reaction conditions: CuBr2 = 11.5 mg
and acetone = 1.6 mL.
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Figure 2. Visualization of the reaction mixture before the SET-LRP of BA in acetone/water = 8/2 (v/v) at
25°C. (a) Solution of Cu(II)Br2 in acetone; (b) Solution of (a) plus water; (c) Solution of (b) plus Me6-TREN;
(d) Cu(I)Br plus water. E) Solution of (c) plus BA; (f) Solution of CuBr2 in acetone in the presence of Me6TREN; (g) Solution of (f) plus water; h) Solution of (g) plus BA; (i) Solution of CuBr2 in acetone/water =
9/1 (v/v) in the presence of Me6-TREN and MA; (j) Solution of CuBr2 in acetone/water = 8/2 (v/v) in the
presence of Me6-TREN and MA; (k) Solution of Cu(II)Br2 in water; (l) Solution of (k) plus Me6-TREN; (m)
Solution of (l) plus acetone; (n) Solution of (m) plus BA; Reaction conditions: acetone + water = 2 mL,
[BA]0/[BPE]0/[Me6-TREN]0/[CuBr2]0= 222/1/0.4/0.4.
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Scheme 2. A) “In situ reduction” methodology for the SET-LRP of BA and MA catalyzed by Cu(0)
generated by in situ reduction of Cu(II)Br2 with solid NaBH4 in mixtures of acetone, monomer, ligand,
initiator and water; b) “Prereduction” methodology for the SET-LRP of BA and MA catalyzed by
Cu(0) generated by the prereduction of Cu(II)Br2 containing ligand in water with solid NaBH4.

Methodologies for SET-LRP in biphasic acetone-water mixtures
Following the principles described in the previous subchapter, two methodologies were
generated for this SET-LRP process. The first methodology, named “in situ reduction of
Cu(II)Br2”, involves the dissolution of dry Cu(II)Br2 by the addition of a degassed two
phase system containing monomer, acetone, and initiator in the first phase and Me6-TREN
in water in the second phase (Scheme 2a). The water phase of this biphasic system dissolves
Cu(II)Br2 and the new biphasic system is added to solid NaBH4 for the in situ reduction.
Since NaBH4 is more soluble in water than in acetone, the Cu(II)Br2 in the water phase is
reduced to Cu(0) that transforms the organic phase into a red-colored colloidal solution.
The SET-LRP process starts (Scheme 2a) as soon as the first atomic species are generated.
However the reduction of Cu(II)Br2 to Cu(0) may continue during the early stages of the
polymerization since a biphasic mixture is added to solid NaBH4 and must dissolve it in
water before being able to reduce Cu(II)Br2 to Cu(0). The second method was named
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“prereduction of CuBr2” and involves a prereduction of Cu(II)Br2 dissolved in a
water/Me6-TREN solution by adding this solution to the solid NaBH4 (Scheme 2b). Fast
dissolution of NaBH4 and reduction of Cu(II)Br2 to Cu(0) for a predetermined period of
time is allowed before the mixture of Cu(0), water, and Me6-TREN is mixed with the
solution containing monomer, acetone, and initiator. This second procedure allows the
Cu(0) generated by reduction to nucleate and grow to different particle size before being
mixed with the phase containing monomer, acetone, and initiator. Experiments with
complete and incomplete reduction of Cu(II)Br2 to Cu(0) were performed by this method.

Figure 3. Kinetic plots, molecular weight and dispersity evolutions for the SET-LRP of BA in various
acetone/water mixtures initiated with BPE catalyzed by Cu(0) generated by in situ reduction of Cu(II)Br2
with 0.8 eq NaBH4 at 25°C. (a) acetone/water = 9/1 (v/v); (b) acetone/water = 8/2 (v/v); (c) acetone/water =
8/3 (v/v); (d) acetone/water = 8/4 (v/v); (e) acetone/water = 7/3 (v/v); (f) acetone/water = 6/4 (v/v). The total
volume of solvents, 2mL in (a, b, e, f). The total volume of solvents, 2.2 mL in (c) and 2.4 mL in (d). Reaction
conditions: [BA]0/[BPE]0/[Me6-TREN]0/[CuBr2]0/[NaBH4]0 = 222/1/0.4/0.4/0.32, BA = 4 mL, acetone +
water = 2 mL (a, b, e, f); acetone + water = 2.2 mL (c); acetone + water = 2.4 mL (d).

SET-LRP of BA and MA in a biphasic acetone−water mixture catalyzed by in situ
reduction of Cu(II)Br2
A first series of biphasic experiments for the SET-LRP of BA initiated with BPE
([BA]/[BPE] = 222/1) were catalyzed with Cu(0) generated by in situ reduction of
Cu(II)Br2 by NaBH4 ([Me6-TREN]/[CuBr2]/[NaBH4] = 0.4/0.4/0.32) in various
acetone/water ratios (Figure 3). Combination of red and black squares represents the
reproducibility of experiment. All kinetic experiments yielded almost 100% conversion in
30 to 40 min reaction time, but exhibit two first order linear kinetic domains in the
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concentration of monomer. The change from the first to the second linear kinetic domain
occurred around 80% conversion. In all cases, kp1app is higher than kp2app.
Both apparent rate constants increase with the increase of the concentration of water from
the biphasic system. In one series of experiments, the volume ratio between acetone/water
was changed from 9/1 to 8/2 to 7/3 and to 6/4 (Figure 3a, b, e, f). In this series of
experiments the volume of the organic phase decreased, while the volume of water
increased. This change was accompanied by an almost doubling of kp1app by changing the
volume ratio of acetone/water from 9/1 to 6/4 (compare Figure 3a, f). In order to test if this
dramatic increase in rate constant is not due to the increase of the monomer concentration
in the organic phase, a second series of experiments was performed under acetone/water
volume ratio of 8/2, 8/3, and 8/4 (Figure 3b, c, d). These experiments more than doubled
the values of kp1app from 0.107 min–1 to 0.217 and to 0.219. These experiments are
summarized as entries 1 to 6 of Table 1. It is remarkable that an increase in kp1app from
0.107 to 0.173 (Table 1, entries 1 and 2) did provide the same polymer dispersity of 1.14
at 93 and 95% conversion. A doubling of kp1app from 0.107 to 0.217 increased the dispersity
from 1.14 to 1.24 (compare Table 1, entries 1 and 3). The results in Figure 3 and entries 1
to 6 were performed with an incomplete reduction of Cu(II)Br2. This was accomplished by
in situ reduction of Cu(II)Br2 by setting the ratio [Me6-TREN]/[CuBr2]/[NaBH4] =
0.4/0.4/0.32. In all cases, two kinetic regimes are observed (Figure 3, red line and blue
line). This indicates that even though linear evolution of molecular weight, a gradual
decrease of polydispersity, and near complete conversion are observed, the rate of reaction
is not controlled as expected.
Figure 4 provides two series of experiments. The first one demonstrates the influence of
complete reduction of Cu(II)Br2 to Cu(0) by employing [Me6-TREN]/[CuBr2]/[NaBH4] =
0.4/0.4/0.4 with acetone/water volume ratio of 8/2 and 7/3. Complete reduction of
Cu(II)Br2 to Cu(0) increases the kp1app in both cases. This can be observed by comparing
Figure 4a with Figure 3b, and Figure 4b with Figure 3e and Table 1 entries 7 with 2, and 8
with 5. Therefore, both the increase in water concentration and in Cu(0) concentration
increases the kp value. In a third series of experiments, the concentration of Cu(0) was
reduced both under incomplete reduction of Cu(II)Br2 and under complete reduction to
again increase the rate as seen from comparing Figure 4c with Figure 4d when both
experiments were carried out at acetone/water volume ratio of 8/2 (compare Table 1,
entries 9 and 10). An increase in water concentration from 8/2 to 7/3 (v/v) at complete
reduction of Cu(II)Br2 also increases the rates (compare Table 1, entries 7 and 8).
Figure 5 provides a series of experiments in which an increase in the concentration of
Cu(II)Br2 from the water phase was reduced to Cu(0) with a constant concentration of
NaBH4. The outcome of these experiments is as expected, providing a decrease in the rate
constant since an increase in the ratio of Cu(0)/Cu(II)Br2 was generated in the reaction
mixture (see Table 1, entries 11 to 13). Figure 5d and e present two examples of GPC traces
demonstrating narrow polydispersity. Related experiments performed with MA are
available in Figure 6 and in Table 1 entries 14 and 19. An increase in acetone/water volume
ratio from 8/2 to 8/3 at constant Cu(0) catalyst concentration increases the rate (see Table
1, entries 14 and 15 and Figure 6a, b). In Table 1, entries 16 and 17 and Figure 6c and d,
the concentration of Cu(II)Br2 was increased while the concentration of NaBH4 was
maintained constant at an identical acetone/water volume ratio of 8/2. An expected
decrease in kp1app was observed.
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Table 1. Biphasic SET-LRP of MA and BA in acetone/water mixtures catalyzed by Cu(0) generated by
in situ reduction of Cu(II)Br2 with NaBH4.
Entry

Reaction medium

Monomer/
Initiator

[Me6-TREN]/[CuBr2]/
[NaBH4]

kpapp
kp1 app kp2 app Rxn.
Conv.
fb
Mw/Mn
(min-1) (min–1) (min–1) Timea (min) (%)
(%)

D.T.c Ieff
(%) (%)d

1

Acetone/H20, (9/1, v/v)

BA/BPE 0.4/0.4/0.32

0.083 0.107 0.044 38.0

93

1.14 100 –

99

2

Acetone/H20, (8/2, v/v)

BA/BPE 0.4/0.4/0.32

0.130 0.173 0.090 26.0

95

1.14 100 –

100

3

Acetone/H20, (8/3, v/v)

BA/BPE 0.4/0.4/0.32

0.146 0.217 0.095 25.0

96

1.24 100 –

100

4

Acetone/H20, (8/4, v/v)

BA/BPE 0.4/0.4/0.32

0.137 0.219 0.056 25.0

94

1.38 100 –

100

5
6

Acetone/H20, (7/3, v/v)
Acetone/H20, (6/4, v/v)

BA/BPE 0.4/0.4/0.32
BA/BPE 0.4/0.4/0.32

0.135 0.186 0.086 26.0
0.149 0.197 0.072 25.0

95
93

1.38 100 –
1.40 100 –

100
89

7

Acetone/H20, (8/2, v/v)

BA/BPE 0.4/0.4/0.4

0.151 0.208 0.090 28.5

98

1.18 100 –

100

8

Acetone/H20, (7/3, v/v)

BA/BPE 0.4/0.4/0.4

0.162 0.212 0.105 21.0

95

1.33 100 –

100

9

Acetone/H20, (8/2, v/v)

BA/BPE 0.25/0.25/0.2

0.070 0.102 0.033 37.0

89

1.30 100 –

99

10

Acetone/H20, (8/2, v/v)

BA/BPE 0.2/0.2/0.2

0.078 0.117 0.032 33.0

88

1.32 100 –

100

11
12

Acetone/H20, (7/3, v/v)
Acetone/H20, (7/3, v/v)

BA/BPE 0.44/0.44/0.32
BA/BPE 0.46/0.46/0.32

0.150 0.200 0.077 30.0
0.132 0.198 0.065 28.5

96
96

1.28 100 –
1.26 100 –

96
100

13

Acetone/H20, (7/3, v/v)

BA/BPE 0.48/0.48/0.32

0.130 0.191 0.075 29.0

96

1.17 100 –

95

14
15
16
17

Acetone/H20, (8/2, v/v)
Acetone/H20, (8/3, v/v)
Acetone/H20, (8/2, v/v)
Acetone/H20, (8/2, v/v)

MA/BPE
MA/BPE
MA/BPE
MA/BPE

0.120
0.197
0.124
0.108

34.0
25.0
30.0
34.0

97
94
97
96

1.18
1.20
1.15
1.24

100
99
100
100

18

Acetone/H20, (8/2, v/v)

MA/BPE 0.25/0.25/0.2

0.082 0.106 0.057 40.0

95

1.17 100 15.0 100

19

Acetone/H20, (8/2, v/v)

MA/BPE 0.2/0.2/0.2

0.093 0.135 0.038 45.0

97

1.17 100 12.0 99

20

Acetone/H20, (8/2, v/v)

MA/MBP 0.125/0.125/0.1

0.054 0.064 0.041 47.0

91

1.21 87.7 12.3 100

21

Acetone/H20, (8/2, v/v)

MA/MBP 0.1/0.1/0.1

0.071 0.091 0.049 46.0

95

1.16 89.1 10.9 99

22
23
24

Acetone/H20, (8/2, v/v)
Acetone/H20, (8/2, v/v)
Acetone/H20, (8/2, v/v)

MA/BPE 0.2/0.2/0.2e
MA/BPE 0.2/0.2/0.2f
MA/BPE 0.2/0.2/0.2g

0.133 –
0.119 –
0.155 –

–
–
–

26.5
25.0
25.0

97
94
98

1.20 100 6.3 100
1.16 100 8.5 92
1.18 100 9.5 100

25

Acetone/H20, (8/2, v/v)

BA/BPE 0.2/0.2/0.2e

0.112 –

–

28.0

95

1.23 100 –

0.4/0.4/0.32
0.4/0.4/0.32
0.44/0.44/0.32
0.48/0.48/0.32

0.158
0.232
0.162
0.136

0.079
0.145
0.093
0.076

100
100
100
100

12.4
21.0
28.0

98

a

Reaction time to the conversion (%) reported in the next column. bFunctionality (%). c Degree of termination.
d
Initiator efficiency. eTetra n-butylammonium bromide (TBAB), 10 mole %, vs initiator. fTBAB, 5 mole %,
vs initiator. gTBAB, 2 mole %, vs initiator. Reaction conditions: monomer/initiator = 222/1, monomer = 4 mL;
acetone + water = 2 mL. The total volume of solvents, 2 mL except in entries (3, 4, 15). The total volume of
solvents, 2.2mL in entries (3 and 15) and 2.4mL in entry (4).

In the next two experiments, the total concentration of Cu(II)Br2 reduced to Cu(0) was
decreased to less than half and so was the decrease in rate (Figure 6e and d, and Table 1
entries 17 and 18). The final experiment (Table 1, entry 19) compares a complete reduction
of Cu(II)Br2 at the ratio of [Me6-TREN]/[CuBr2]/[NaBH4] = 0.2/0.2/0.2 to provide a higher
kp1app than that generated under [Me6-TREN]/[CuBr2]/[NaBH4] = 0.25/0.25/0.2 that
provides the same amount of Cu(0) accompanied by 0.05 mole ratio excess of Cu(II)Br2 at
time zero (Table 1, entry 18). The dispersity of PMA did not change under these different
reaction conditions. Two kinetic experiments were performed with the monofunctional
initiator MBP (Figure 7a and 7b and Table 1, entries 20 and 21). The acetone/water volume
ratio of 8/2 and [Me6-TREN]/[CuBr2]/[NaBH4] = 0.125/0.125/0.1 provides kp1app 0.064
min–1. An identical concentration of Cu(0) in the absence of Cu(II)Br2 was obtained with
[Me6-TREN]/[CuBr2]/[NaBH4] = 0.1/0.1/0.1 to yield a kp1app 0.091 min–1 with lower PMA
dispersity (1.16 vs. 1.21) (Figure 7b and Table 1, entry 21).Entries 19 and 21 from Table 1
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Figure 4. Kinetic plots, molecular weight and dispersity evolutions for the SET-LRP of BA in various
acetone/water mixtures initiated with BPE and catalyzed by Cu(0) generated by in situ reduction of Cu(II)Br2
with NaBH4 at 25°C. (a, c, d ) acetone/water = 8/2 (v/v); (b) acetone/water = 7/3 (v/v). The v/v ratio must be
multiplied by 10 to obtain % acetone / % water. The value of v+v must be divided by 5 to obtain the total
volume of solvents, 2mL. Reaction conditions: (a, b) [BA]0/[BPE]0/[Me6-TREN]0/[CuBr2]0/[NaBH4]0 =
222/1/0.4/0.4/0.4, BA = 4 mL, acetone + water = 2 mL, (c) [BA]0/[BPE]0/[Me6-TREN]0/[CuBr2]0/[NaBH4]0
= 222/1/0.25/0.25/0.2, BA = 4 mL, acetone + water = 2 mL, (d) [BA]0/[BPE]0/[Me6TREN]0/[CuBr2]0/[NaBH4]0 = 222/1/0.2/0.2/0.2, BA = 4 mL, acetone + water = 2 mL.

Figure 5. Kinetic plots, molecular weight and dispersity evolutions for the SET-LRP of BA in acetone/water
= 7/3 (v/v) mixture initiated with BPE catalyzed by Cu(0) generated by in situ reduction of Cu(II)Br2 with
NaBH4 at 25°C. The v/v ratio must be multiplied by 10 to obtain % acetone / % water. The value of v+v must
be divided by 5 to obtain the total volume of solvents, 2mL. Reaction conditions: (a) [BA]0/[BPE]0/[Me6TREN]0/[CuBr2]0/[NaBH4]0 = 222/1/0.44/0.44/0.32, BA = 4 mL, acetone + water = 2 mL; (b)
[BA]0/[BPE]0/[Me6-TREN]0/[CuBr2]0/[NaBH4]0 = 222/1/0.46/0.46/0.32, BA = 4 mL, acetone + water = 2
mL; (c) [BA]0/[BPE]0/[Me6-TREN]0/[CuBr2]0/[NaBH4]0 = 222/1/0.48/0.48/0.32, BA = 4 mL, acetone +
water = 2 mL. (d) GPC traces of PBA obtained in (c); (e) GPC traces of PBA obtained in Figure 3a.
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Figure 6. Kinetic plots, molecular weight and dispersity evolutions for the SET-LRP of MA in various
acetone/water mixtures initiated with BPE catalyzed by Cu(0) generated by in situ reduction of Cu(II)Br2
with NaBH4 at 25°C. (a, c, d, e, f ) acetone/water = 8/2 (v/v); (b) acetone/water = 8/3 (v/v); The total volume
of solvents, 2mL in (a,c,d,e,f); The total volume of solvents, 2.2mL in (b). Reaction conditions: (a)
[MA]0/[BPE]0/[Me6-TREN]0/[CuBr2]0/[NaBH4]0 = 222/1/0.4/0.4/0.32, MA = 4 mL, acetone + water = 2 mL;
(b) [MA]0/[BPE]0/[Me6-TREN]0/[CuBr2]0/[NaBH4]0 = 222/1/0.4/0.4/0.32, MA = 4 mL, acetone + water =
2.2 mL; (c) [MA]0/[BPE]0/[Me6-TREN]0/[CuBr2]0/[NaBH4]0 = 222/1/0.44/0.44/0.32, MA = 4 mL, acetone +
water = 2 mL; (d) [MA]0/[BPE]0/[Me6-TREN]0/[CuBr2]0/[NaBH4]0 = 222/1/0.48/0.48/0.32, MA = 4 mL,
acetone + water = 2 mL; (e) [MA]0/[BPE]0/[Me6-TREN]0/[CuBr2]0/[NaBH4]0 = 222/1/0.25/0.25/0.2, MA =
4 mL, acetone + water = 2 mL; (f) [MA]0/[BPE]0/[Me6-TREN]0/[CuBr2]0/[NaBH4]0 = 222/1/0.2/0.2/0.2, MA
= 4 mL, acetone + water = 2 mL.

demonstrate that reducing the concentration of Cu(0) by one half diminishes kp1app to a
similar extent. Overall, the kinetic experiments shown in Figure 3 to Figure 7 demonstrated
two kinetic regimes. Changing the ratio of acetone to water and by changing the initial
concentration of reagents were unable to transform the polymerization into a single kinetic
regime.
SET-LRP of BA and MA in biphasic acetone−water mixtures catalyzed by in situ
reduction of Cu(II)Br2 in the presence of TBAB
TBAB is a phase transfer catalyst and a cationic surfactant that does not form micellar
assemblies in water. Since (Et)4N+Br– is known to suppress the rate of bromination of
acetone with Cu(II)Br2 while reducing its solubility in organic solvents60 by forming
complex bromocuprates,72 we decided to perform some experiments that may be able to
transform the two kinetic regimes reported in Figure 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 and Table 1 into a
single kinetic regime. Ammonium salts73–77 and other phase transfer catalysts78 have been
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Figure 7. Kinetic plots, molecular weight and dispersity evolutions for the SET-LRP of MA in acetone/water
= 8/2 (v/v) initiated with BPE or MBP catalyzed by Cu(0) generated by in situ reduction of Cu(II)Br2 with
NaBH4 at 25°C. The v/v ratio must be multiplied by 10 to obtain % acetone / % water. The value of v+v must
be divided by 5 to obtain the total volume of solvents, 2mL. Reaction conditions: (a) [MA]0/[MBP]0/[Me6TREN]0/[CuBr2]0/[NaBH4]0 = 222/1/0.125/0.125/0.1, MA = 4 mL, acetone + water = 2 mL; (b)
[MA]0/[MBP]0/[Me6-TREN]0/[CuBr2]0/[NaBH4]0 = 222/1/0.1/0.1/0.1, MA = 4 mL, acetone + water = 2 mL;
(c) [MA]0/[BPE]0/[Me6-TREN]0/[CuBr2]0/[NaBH4]0/[TBAB]0 = 222/1/0.2/0.2/0.2/0.1, MA = 4 mL, acetone
+ water = 2 mL; (d) [MA]0/[BPE]0/[Me6-TREN]0/[CuBr2]0/[NaBH4]0/[TBAB]0 = 222/1/0.2/0.2/0.2/0.05, MA
= 4 mL, acetone + water = 2 mL; (e) [MA]0/[BPE]0/[Me6-TREN]0/[CuBr2]0/[NaBH4]0/[TBAB]0 =
222/1/0.2/0.2/0.2/0.02, MA = 4 mL, acetone + water = 2 mL; (f) [BA]0/[BPE]0/[Me6TREN]0/[CuBr2]0/[NaBH4]0/[TBAB]0 = 222/1/0.2/0.2/0.2/0.1, BA = 4 mL, acetone + water = 2 mL.

already used to enhance the efficiency of metal catalyzed addition of alkyl and sulfonyl
halide initiators to olefins. Experiments c to f from Figure 7, summarized in Table 1 entries
22 to 25, were all prepared with MA at acetone/water volume ratio of 8/2 and [Me6TREN]/[CuBr2]/[NaBH4] = 0.2/0.2/0.2 in the presence of 10 mol % (Figure 7c and Table
1, entry 22), 5 mol % (Figure 7d and Table 1, entry 23) and 2 mol% of TBAB (Figure 7e
and Table 1, entry 24) vs BPE initiator. Figure 7f and Table 1 entry 25 report a single
experiment in which BA and 10 mol % TBAB were used vs the BPE initiator. All of these
experiments were carried out according to the in situ reduction methodology from Scheme
2a. The combination of red and black colors from the experiments c and f from Figure 7
refers to duplicated experiments. In all cases the two first order linear kinetics from Figure
2 to Figure 7a, 7b and Table 1 entries 1 to 21 were replaced with one linear kinetic domain.
The resulting SET-LRP experiments were carried out to allow 100% conversions in almost
25 min and generate PMA and PBA with dispersities ranging from 1.23 to 1.16. These
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remarkable results inspired a series of experiments performed in the presence of TBAB
according to the “prereduction” method from Scheme 2b.
SET-LRP of BA and MA in biphasic acetone−water mixtures catalyzed with Cu(0)
generated by “prereduction” of Cu(II)Br2/Me6-TREN with NaBH4 for different
times in the presence of TBAB
Figure 8 presents a series of experiments (a, c to d) performed by the “prereduction”
method b from Scheme 2 with MA. The experiments from Figure 8b were performed
according to method a from Scheme 2 and therefore the prereduction time was considered
0 seconds although the reduction proceeded most probably during the most of the
polymerization time. In experiments from Figure 8a, and c to d, the prereduction time was
varied from 18 to 80 seconds. Table 2, entries 1 to 6 summarize these experiments.
Prereduction times from 18 seconds to 60 seconds carried out with 10 mol % TBAB vs
initiator produce single domain kinetics (Figure 8a, c, d and Table 2 entries 1 and 3 to 5).
The highest rate constant (kp1app) was obtained for the experiment performed in the absence
of excess Cu(II)Br2 (Table 2, entry 1). Two experiments performed in the presence of
excess Cu(II)Br2 under identical concentration of reagents decrease their kp1app as the
prereduction time increased from 30 to 60 seconds (see Table 2, entries 3 to 5). At 80
seconds prereduction time, the polymerization exhibits two linear first order domains
(Table 2, entry 6). If we compare the experiments performed by method a from Scheme 2
(Figure 8b and Table 2, entry 2) with the experiments performed by method b from Scheme
2 (Figure 8a, c, d, e and Table 2, entries 1, 3, 4, 5) we observed the highest kpapp for method
a from Scheme 2a (Table 2, entry 2). At the same time, the experiments of method b from
Scheme 2 show a decrease of kpapp as the prereduction time increases (Table 2, entries 3 to
5). At 80 seconds prereduction time, the single kinetic regime splits into two kinetic
regimes (Table 2, entry 6).
Since the reduction of Cu(II)Br2 with NaBH4, as performed according to method b in
Scheme 2, is most probably instantaneous, an increased prereduction time allows the
growth of larger Cu (0) particle size and increases their dispersity, while decreasing the
kpapp of the SET-LRP.28 Overall, well controlled SET-LRP of MA are observed in all cases
due to two kinetic regimes was transformed into single one in the presence of TBAB.
However, SET-LRP of MA with 80 sec of prereduction provided uncontrollable rate of
polymerization which indicates poor control of polymerization rate in SET-LRP. An
additional series of experiments similar to those performed with MA and summarized in
Table 2, entries 1 to 6 were performed with BA. They are summarized in Table 2, entries
7 to 12 and illustrated in Figure 9.
Again, the two linear kinetic domains are transformed into a single one that can be carried
out to almost 100 % conversion with very narrow PBA dispersity (Table 2, entries 7 to 11).
Performing the experiments in the presence of Cu(II)Br2 decreases the kpapp (compare Table
2, entries 7 with 9, 10, and 11) but the dependence of “prereduction” time is less clear than
in the case of MA (Table 2, entries 3 to 5 and 9 to 11). Nevertheless, 63 seconds
prereduction time restores the two kinetic regimes (Table 2, entry 12, and Figure 9f). It
seems that the reproducibility of experiments performed by method a from Scheme 2
(compare Table 2, entries 2 and 8 with the other entries) is not as reliable as that of the
experiments performed by method b. A final series of experiments performed by method
b from Scheme 2 was carried out with different amounts of water in the acetone/water
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Figure 8. Kinetic plots, molecular weight and dispersity evolutions for the SET-LRP of MA in various
acetone/water mixtures initiated with BPE in the presence of TBAB catalyzed by Cu(0) generated by the
“prereduction” of Cu(II)Br2 with NaBH4 in water for different periods of times at 25°C. (a, c, d, e, f)
Acetone/water = 8/2 (v/v); (b) acetone/water = 8/3 (v/v); The total volume of solvents, 2mL in (a,c,d,e,f);
The total volume of solvents, 2.2mL in (b); Reaction conditions: (a) [MA]0/[BPE]0/[Me6TREN]0/[CuBr2]0/[NaBH4]0/[TBAB]0 = 222/1/0.4/0.4/0.4/0.1, MA = 4 mL, acetone + water = 2 mL; (b)
[MA]0/[BPE]0/[Me6-TREN]0/[CuBr2]0/[NaBH4]0/[TBAB]0 = 222/1/0.4/0.4/0.32/0.2, MA = 4 mL, acetone +
water
=
2.2
mL;
(c,d,e,f)
[MA]0/[BPE]0/[Me6-TREN]0/[CuBr2]0/[NaBH4]0/[TBAB]0
=
222/1/0.4/0.4/0.32/0.1, MA = 4 mL, acetone + water = 2 mL. Various pre-reduction times applied, reduction
of CuBr2 in water in the presence of Me6-TREN performed first, and then the solution of
MA+acetone+BPE+TBAB was added after the stated time. (a) 18 sec prereduction; (c) 30 sec prereduction;
(d) 40 sec prereduction; (e) 60 sec prereduction; (f) 80 sec prereduction.
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Table 2. Biphasic SET-LRP of MA and BA in acetone/water mixture catalyzed by Cu(0) generated by
the “prereduction” of Cu(II)Br2 with NaBH4 in water in the presence of Me6-TREN.
Entry

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
a

Reaction medium

Acetone/H20,
(8/2,v/v)
Acetone/H20,
(8/3,v/v)
Acetone/H2O,
(8/2,v/v)
Acetone/H20,
(8/2,v/v)
Acetone/H20,
(8/2,v/v)
Acetone/H20,
(8/2,v/v)
Acetone/H20,
(8/2,v/v)
Acetone/H2O,
(8/3,v/v)
Acetone/H2O,
(8/2,v/v)
Acetone/H20,
(8/2,v/v)
Acetone/H20,
(8/2,v/v)
Acetone/H20,
(8/2,v/v)
Acetone/H20,
(7/3,v/v)
Acetone/H20,
(7/3,v/v)
Acetone/H20,
(6/4,v/v)
Acetone/H20,
(9/1,v/v)

Monomer/ [Me6TREN]/[CuBr2]/
Initiator
[NaBH4]/[TBAB]

Prereduction app
k
Time (sec) p -1
m(min )

Rxn Conv.
kp1 app kp2 app
Fb D.T.c Ieff
Timea (%)
(min–1) (min–1)
(%) (%) (%)d
(min) (Mw/Mn)

MA/BPE 0.4/0.4/0.4/0.1

18

0.132

-

-

20

MA/BPE 0.4/0.4/0.32/0.2

0

0.197

-

-

20

MA/BPE 0.4/0.4/0.32/0.1

30

0.124

-

-

25

MA/BPE 0.4/0.4/0.32/0.1

40

0.108

-

-

28

MA/BPE 0.4/0.4/0.32/0.1

60

0.073

-

-

35

MA/BPE 0.4/0.4/0.32/0.1

80

0.078

BA/BPE 0.4/0.4/0.4/0.1

30

0.183

-

-

20

BA/BPE 0.4/0.4/0.32/0.2

0

0.159

-

-

25

BA/BPE 0.4/0.4/0.32/0.1

5

0.145

-

-

24

BA/BPE 0.4/0.4/0.32/0.1

23

0.139

-

-

22

BA/BPE 0.4/0.4/0.32/0.1

37

0.144

-

-

22

BA/BPE 0.4/0.4/0.32/0.1

63

0.133

0.185 0.082 24

BA/BPE 0.4/0.4/0.32/0.1

26

0.152

0.212 0.059 20

BA/BPE 0.4/0.4/0.32/0.2

26

0.149

-

-

21

BA/BPE 0.4/0.4/0.32/0.2

26

0.158

-

-

28

BA/BPE 0.4/0.4/0.32/0.2

40

0.044

-

-

60

b

0.143 0.043 35

c

93
(1.21)
97
(1.24)
95
(1.15)
94
(1.22)
91
(1.22)
90
(1.22)
96
(1.28)
98
(1.20)
97
(1.12)
93
(1.23)
94
(1.24)
94
(1.28)
93
(1.28)
94
(1.24)
90
(1.33)
94
(1.13)

100 - 100
100 - 99
100 - 100
100 - 100
100 - 100
100 - 95
100 - 100
100 - 100
100 - 100
100 - 99
100 - 100
100 - 100
100 - 94
100 - 90
100 - 86
100 - 100

Reaction time to the conversion (%) reported in the next column. Functionality (%). Degree of termination.
Initiator efficiency. Reaction conditions: monomer/initiator = 222/1, monomer = 4 mL; acetone + water = 2
mL. The total volume of solvents, 2 mL except in entries 2 and 8 where the total volume of solvents = 2.2
mL
d

mixture (at 7/3, 6/4, and 9/1 acetone/water volume ratios). These experiments are shown
in Figure 10 and are summarized in Table 2, entries 13 to 16. At acetone/water volume
ratio of 7/3, addition of 10% TBAB relative to initiator for the ratio [Me6TREN]/[CuBr2]/[NaBH4] = 0.4/0.4/0.32 maintains the two kinetic regimes observed
without TBAB (compare Table 1, entry 5 with Table 2, entry 13 and Figure 3e with Figure
10a). However, 20% TBAB relative to initiator transforms the two linear kinetic domains
from Figure 10a into a single linear kinetic domain (Figure 10b) (compare Table 2, entries
13 and 14). The same concentration of TBAB (20% relative to initiator) transforms the two
linear kinetic domains of the acetone/water = 6/4 experiment (compare Table 1, entry 6
and Figure 3f with Table 2, entry 15 and Figure 10c) into a single linear kinetic regime.
Only 10 mol% TBAB also transforms the acetone/water = 9/1 experiment (Table 1, entry
1 and Figure 3a) into a single linear kinetic domain (Table 2, entry 16 and Figure 10d).
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Figure 9. Kinetic plots, molecular weight and dispersity evolutions for the SET-LRP of BA in various
acetone/water mixtures initiated with BPE in the presence of TBAB catalyzed by Cu(0) generated by the
“prereduction” of Cu(II)Br2 with NaBH4 for different periods of times at 25°C. (a, c, d, e, f) acetone/water =
8/2 (v/v); (b) acetone/water = 8/3 (v/v); The total volume of solvents = 2mL in (a, c, d, e, f); The total volume
of
solvents
=
2.2
mL
in
(b);
Reaction
conditions:
(a)
[BA]0/[BPE]0/[Me6TREN]0/[CuBr2]0/[NaBH4]0/[TBAB]0 = 222/1/0.4/0.4/0.4/0.1, BA = 4 mL, acetone + water = 2 mL; (b)
[BA]0/[BPE]0/[Me6-TREN]0/[CuBr2]0/[NaBH4]0/[TBAB]0 = 222/1/0.4/0.4/0.32/0.2, BA = 4 mL, acetone +
water = 2.2 mL; (c, d, e, f) [BA]0/[BPE]0/[Me6-TREN]0/[CuBr2]0/[NaBH4]0/[TBAB]0 =
222/1/0.4/0.4/0.32/0.1, BA = 4 mL, acetone + water = 2 mL. Different prereduction times were used.
Prereduction of CuBr2 in water in the presence of Me6-TREN was performed first, and then the solution of
BA+acetone+BPE+TBAB was added after the stated prereduction time. (a) 30 sec prereduction; (c) 5 sec
prereduction; (d) 23 sec prereduction; (e) 37 sec prereduction; (f) 63 sec prereduction.
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Figure 10. Kinetic plots, molecular weight and dispersity evolutions for the SET-LRP of BA in acetone/water
mixture initiated with BPE in the presence of TBAB catalyzed by Cu(0) generated by the “prereduction” of
Cu(II)Br2 with NaBH4 in water for different periods of times at 25°C. (a, b) acetone/water = 7/3 (v/v); (c)
acetone/water = 6/4 (v/v); (d) acetone/water = 9/1 (v/v). The v/v ratio must be multiplied by 10 to obtain %
acetone / % water. The value of v+v must be divided by 5 to obtain the total volume of solvents, 2mL.
Reaction
conditions:
(a,
d)
[BA]0/[BPE]0/[Me6-TREN]0/[CuBr2]0/[NaBH4]0/[TBAB]0
=
222/1/0.4/0.4/0.32/0.1, BA = 4 mL, acetone + water = 2 mL; (b, c) [BA]0/[BPE]0/[Me6TREN]0/[CuBr2]0/[NaBH4]0/[TBAB]0 = 222/1/0.4/0.4/0.32/0.2, BA = 4 mL, acetone + water = 2 mL;
Different prereduction times were used. Prereduction of CuBr2 in water in the presence of Me6-TREN was
performed first, and then the solution of BA+acetone+BPE+TBAB was added after the stated prereduction
time. (a) 26 sec prereduction; (b) 26 sec prereduction; (c) 26 sec prereduction; (d) 40 sec prereduction.

A brief analysis of the transition from two linear kinetic domains to one linear domain
Table 3 compares the results obtained in the presence of TBAB (Table 2) with the
experiments that were performed under identical conditions except that they were done in
the absence of TBAB (Table 1) for both MA and BA. Reaction conditions from Table 2
together with the prereduction time, kpapp, kp1app, and kp2app are reported in Table 3. These
experiments were performed according to method b from Scheme 2. The deviation of the
kpapp, kp1app, and kp2app listed in columns 6, 7, and 8 of Table 2 from the same experiments
performed in the absence of TBAB are reported in columns 9, 10 and 11. Column 12 of
Table 3 reports the entries from Table 1 from which these results were collected. We must
recall that the experiments in Table 1 were generated by method a from Scheme 2. This
brief comparison provides the general trend by which the transition from the two linear
kinetic domains (Table 1) transforms into a single linear kinetic domain (Table 2). Column
10 shows that kp1app obtained in the absence of TBAB decreases in the presence of TBAB.
This decrease is determined by the prereduction time (Table 3, column 5). At the same
time, the values of kp2app increase (Table 2, column 11). The overall apparent rate kpapp is
available in column 9 of Table 3. An inspection of kinetic data reported in Figure 3 to 10
demonstrates how the decrease of kp1app and the simultaneous increase of kp2app transforms
the two kinetic regimes into a single one.
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Table 3. Biphasic SET-LRP of MA and BA in acetone/water mixtures catalyzed by Cu(0) generated by
the prereduction of Cu(II)Br2 with NaBH4 in water in the presence of Me6-TREN for different times.
Entry Reaction medium

[Me6-TREN]/
% change vs Data
Monomer/
P Prereduction kp app kp1 app kp2 app
[CuBr2]/[NaBH4]/
TBAB b
from
Initiator
Timea (sec) m(min-1) (min-1 ) (min–1) app
[TBAB]
kp
kp 1app kp 2app Table 1

1

Acetone/H20, (8/2, v/v) MA/BPE 0.4/0.4/0.4/0.1

18

0.132

-

-

-

-

-

2

Acetone/H20, (8/3, v/v) MA/BPE 0.4/0.4/0.32/0.2

0

0.197

-

-

0

-15

+36 Entry15

3

Acetone/H2O, (8/2, v/v) MA/BPE 0.4/0.4/0.32/0.1

30

0.124

-

-

+3

-22

+57 Entry14

4

Acetone/H20, (8/2, v/v) MA/BPE 0.4/0.4/0.32/0.1

40

0.108

-

-

-10 -32

+37 Entry14

5

Acetone/H20, (8/2, v/v) MA/BPE 0.4/0.4/0.32/0.1

60

0.073

-

-

-39 -54

-8

Entry14

6

Acetone/H20, (8/2, v/v) MA/BPE 0.4/0.4/0.32/0.1

80

0.078 0.143 0.043 -35 -51

-1

Entry14

7

Acetone/H20, (8/2, v/v) BA/BPE 0.4/0.4/0.4/0.1

30

0.183

-

-

+21 -12

+103 Entry 7

8

Acetone/H2O, (8/3, v/v) BA/BPE 0.4/0.4/0.32/0.2

0

0.159

-

-

+9

-27

+67 Entry 3

9

Acetone/H2O, (8/2, v/v) BA/BPE 0.4/0.4/0.32/0.1

5

0.145

-

-

+12 -16

+61 Entry 2

10

Acetone/H20, (8/2, v/v) BA/BPE 0.4/0.4/0.32/0.1

23

0.139

-

-

+7

-20

+54 Entry 2

11

Acetone/H20, (8/2, v/v) BA/BPE 0.4/0.4/0.32/0.1

37

0.144

-

-

+11 -17

+60 Entry 2

12

Acetone/H20, (8/2, v/v) BA/BPE 0.4/0.4/0.32/0.1

63

0.133 0.185 0.082 +2

-23

+48 Entry 2

13

Acetone/H20, (7/3, v/v) BA/BPE 0.4/0.4/0.32/0.1

26

0.135 0.212 0.059 0

-27

+57 Entry 5

14

Acetone/H20, (7/3, v/v) BA/BPE 0.4/0.4/0.32/0.2

26

0.149

-

-

+10 -20

+73 Entry 5

15

Acetone/H20, (6/4, v/v) BA/BPE 0.4/0.4/0.32/0.2

26

0.158

-

-

+6

+119 Entry 6

16

Acetone/H20, (9/1, v/v) BA/BPE 0.4/0.4/0.32/0.2

40

0.044

-

-

-47 -59

-20

0

-

Entry 1

a

Time of prereduction of Cu(II)Br2 with NaBH4 in water in the presence of Me6-TREN prior to addition of
the mixture of monomer (BA or MA), acetone, initiator (BPE or MBP) and TBAB. b Calculation of the
percent change by comparison of kp app in the presence of TBAB with kp app , kp 1app, and kp 2app in the absence
of TBAB using the following equation ((kp app (TBAB)- kp app (No TBAB))/kp app (No TBAB)) x 100. Reaction
conditions: monomer/initiator = 222/1, monomer = 4 mL; acetone + water = 2 mL. The total volume of solvents
= 2 mL except in entries 2 and 8, where the total volume of solvents = 2.2 mL.

Brief discussion and visualization of mixed-valence copper halide complexes
We will first recapitulate some visualization experiments that were already described. The
black Cu(II)Br2 is only partially soluble in acetone (Figure 1a). As it stays in acetone it
partially dissolves, oxidizes acetone to bromoacetone (Figure 1b), and gets reduced to
Cu(I)Br that crystallizes from acetone as white crystals (Figure 1c, d). Cu(I)Br is much less
soluble in acetone than Cu(II)Br2 (Figure 2a). Addition of water to the mixture of Cu(II)Br2
in acetone in the presence of air shows that Cu(I)Br is also not soluble in the acetone/water
mixtures (Figure 2b). Addition of Me6-TREN to the Cu(I)Br, acetone, bromoacetone and
water mixture in air forms a single phase solution of Cu(II)Br2 obtained by the oxidation
of Cu(I)Br in air (Figure 2c). When BA is added to this solution, a two phase system
containing acetone with BA in the top phase and water with Me6-TREN and Cu(II)Br2 in
the bottom phase (Figure 2e). When Me6-TREN and water are added to the mixture of
acetone, bromoacetone, and Cu(I)Br from Figure 1a in the absence of air, a mixture of
Cu(0) and Cu(II)Br2 is obtained by the disproportionation of Cu(I)Br (Figure 2d). Addition
of Cu(II)Br2 to a mixture of acetone and Me6-TREN creates green crystals of the almost
acetone-insoluble complex between Cu(II)Br2 and Me6-TREN67,68,79 (Figure 2f). It was
surprising to conclude that the Cu(II)Br2 complex with Me6-TREN has a very low solubility
in acetone. Addition of water to this mixture spontaneously provides a homogeneous
solution (Figure 2g). A two phase system containing BA in acetone and Cu(II)Br2 with
Me6-TREN in water is spontaneously formed (Figure 2h) after the addition of BA to the
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solution from Figure 2g. Addition of MA to a solution generated from acetone, Me6-TREN,
Cu(II)Br2 and 10% water does not separate into a biphasic mixture (Figure 2i). However,
the solution containing 20% water becomes a biphasic system upon the addition of MA
(Figure 2j). Water alone dissolves Cu(II)Br2 (Figure 2k), addition of Me6-TREN (Figure
2l) demonstrates the formation of the complex between Cu(II)Br2 and ligand. Further
addition of acetone provides a single phase solution (Figure 2m). This solution (Figure 2m)
becomes a two phase system upon the addition of BA (Figure 2n). The next visualization
experiment shown in Figure 11 is using TBAB.

Figure 11. Visualization of the reaction mixture before the SET-LRP of BA in acetone/water = 8/2 (v/v)
mixture at 25°C. (a) Solution of Cu(II)Br2 in acetone in the presence of TBAB; (b) Solution of (a) plus water;
(c) Solution of (b) plus Me6-TREN; (d) Solution of (c) plus BA; Reaction conditions: acetone + water = 2
mL, [BA]0/[BPE]0/[Me6-TREN]0/[CuBr2]0/[TBAB]0 = 222/1/0.4/0.4/0.1 acetone/water = 8/2 (v/v).

A white precipitate and a dark green solution form when the black Cu(II)Br2 is added to a
solution of TBAB in acetone (Figure 11a). Most probably the white precipitate represents
mixed valence bromocuprate formed by TBAB with Cu(I)Br and Cu(II)Br2.60,80 Addition
of water to this solution provides a colorless solution (Figure 11b). Addition of Me6-TREN
to Figure 11b generates the blue solution (Figure 11c) that most probably represents a
mixture of ammonium bromocuprate and CuBr2. Addition of BA to this solution creates
the biphasic system from Figure 11d. As it was tested by control experiments NaBr
generated during the reduction of Cu(II)Br2 with NaBH4 (Scheme 2) also forms
bromocuprates with Cu(II)Br2.81,82 Therefore, the role of NaBr is complementary to that of
TBAB in this SET-LRP process. There are two potential bromocuprate species CuBr3– and
CuBr42-, which could be generated during the reaction of CuBr2 with TBAB or NaBr.
Control experiments performed under polymerization conditions using different amounts
of TBAB and NaBr in acetone or water demonstrated that CuBr3– is the most likely
bromocuprate formed since the color of the complex is green, while the color of CuBr42- is
purple.83 (Scheme 3)
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Scheme 3. The reactions of CuBr2 in water or acetone with TBAB and with NaBr.

Cu(II)Br 2 + Bu 4NBr
Cu(II)Br 2 +

NaBr

25 0C
acetone or water
25 0C
acetone or water

[Bu 4N•Cu(II)Br3]
[Na•Cu(II)Br3]

Scheme 4. The generation of halocuprates (I) and halocuprates (II).72,84–92

Cu(II)X 2 + nMX

MCuX 3-, M 2CuX 42-, M 3CuX53-, M 4CuX64-

Cu(I)X + nMX

MCuX 2-, M 2CuX32-, M 3CuX 43-, M 4CuX54-, M 5CuX65-

X = Cl, Br, I
M = Li +, K +, Cs+, Rb +, Bu 4N +, Et 4N +, Bu 4P +, BuNH 3+, EtPh 2P +, (C16H 33)Py+, etc.
Scheme 5. Formation of mixed valence copper halide complexes.93–100
A) Cu(II)X 2 + Cu(I)X + AX
[Cu(II)An ] • [Cu(I)X 2]

B) Cu(II)X 2 + Cu(I)X + AX

[(A)•Cu 2X4]

C) Cu(II)X 2 + Cu(I)X + L

[(L) 2Cu3 X4], [(L) 2Cu3 X6], [(L) 2Cu3 X8]

n=2 (bidentate ligand), n=4 (monodentate ligand)
X=Cl, Br

The formation of several possible halocuprates (I) or halocuprates (II) using different metal
halides or oniun halides are shown in Scheme 4.
In addition, halocuprates also exist as mixed valence complexes of Cu(I) with Cu(II)
(Scheme 5). As it is seen in Schemes 4 and 5 the generalization of mixed valence copper
halides into a single entity of either Cu(I)X or Cu(II)X2 activating and deactivating species
represents an oversimplification. Scheme 5 demonstrates, with literature examples, that
depending on the structure of the initial reagent and its concentration the resulting mixed
valence complex could have a completely different structure and most probably reactivity.
As it was shown in Figure 11a and Figure 12a, addition of 10% TBAB to CuBr2 in acetone
formed a mixture of ammonium bromocuprates while the addition of 80% TBAB
prevented the generation of the white precipitate of the ammonium bromocuprate (Figure
12b) and provided a dark green solution. In contrast, using different amounts of TBAB
(10% or 80%) in water did not generate any precipitate and did not cause any visual
difference (Figure 12c). CuBr2 in water showed a similar visual appearance of
bromocuprate with both 10% or 80% NaBr (Figure 12d). The formation of bromocuprates
from NaBr and Cu(II)Br2 in acetone was not accessible for control experiments since NaBr
is not soluble in acetone.
In the last visualization control experiment shown in Figure 13a,b,c, the formation of water
insoluble101,102 Cu(OH)2 was investigated. CuBr2(Me6-TREN) complex103,104 formed upon
addition of Me6-TREN to the solution of Cu(II)Br2 in water (Figure 13a). After stirring the
reaction mixture using a vortex, the off-white precipitate dispersed but did not dissolve
(Figure 13b). Figure 13c shows the formation of the blue Cu(OH)2 by the reaction of CuBr2
with NaOH.101 This discrepancy in color between these two precipitates leads to the
conclusion that the observed precipitate from Figure 13a and b is not Cu(OH)2.
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Figure 12. Visualization of the reaction mixture of CuBr2 with water or acetone in the presence of TBAB or
NaBr. (a) CuBr2 in acetone with 10% TBAB; (b) CuBr2 in acetone with 80% TBAB; (c) CuBr2 in water with
10% TBAB or 80% TBAB; (d) CuBr2 in water with 10% NaBr or 80% NaBr. Reaction conditions: acetone
+ water = 2 mL, [BA]0/[BPE]0/[Me6-TREN]0/[CuBr2]0/[TBAB] = 222/1/0.4/0.4/0.1 acetone/water = 8/2
(v/v).

Figure 13. Visualization of the reaction mixture of CuBr2 in water in the presence of Me6-TREN (a) and the
same solution after vortex (b) CuBr2 in water with NaOH (c).

Visualization of the biphasic SET-LRP process
At this point we can follow by visualization the biphasic acetone-water SET-LRP process
(Figure 14 and 15) performed in the presence of TBAB. Since these SET-LRP experiments
were performed by method b from Scheme 2, the major difference between Figure 14 and
Figure 15 consists of the prereduction time. Panel a of both Figure s shows the addition of
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the water solution containing Cu(II)Br2 and Me6-TREN to solid NaBH4 in the absence of
stirring. Stirring is performed for 5 sec in Figure 14b and for 63 sec in Figure 15b. A small
amount of Cu(0) is seen in Figure 14b, while a large amount of Cu (0) is observed in Figure
15b. The solution containing BA, acetone, BPE, and TBAB is added in Figure 14c and 15c.
The formation of the two-phase system is more clearly seen in Figure 14c than in 15c.
Figure 14 monitors the reaction after 5 sec (c), 3 min and 28 sec (d), 9 min and 44 sec (e),
14 min and 57 sec (f), 22 min and 43 sec (g) and about 30 min after the polymerization
finished (h). This experiment corresponds to Table 2, entry 9. Figure 15 monitors the
reaction after 63 sec (c), 4 min and 46 sec (d), 11 min and 22 sec (e), 16 min and 30 sec
(f), 20 min and 38 sec (g) and about 30 min after the polymerization completion (h). The
sequence c to h from Figure 14 is accompanied by the change in the biphasic green / lightbrown phase to green / darker brown.

Figure 14. Visualization of the biphasic SET-LRP of BA in acetone/water = 8/2 (v/v) initiated with BPE and
catalyzed by Cu(0) generated by prereduction of CuBr2 with NaBH4 for 5 sec in water in the presence of
Me6-TREN at 25°C. Reaction conditions: BA = 4 mL, acetone + water = 2 mL, [BA]0/[BPE]0/[Me6TREN]0/[CuBr2]0/[NaBH4]0 = 222/1/0.4/0.4/0.32. (a) Addition of the degassed mixture of CuBr2 in water
and Me6-TREN to the degassed test tube containing NaBH4 powder without stirring. (b) The same reaction
mixture is shown while the reaction mixture was stirring for 5 sec. (c) After the addition of the degassed
mixture of BA, acetone, BPE, and TBAB to the mixture of Cu(II)Br2 in water with Me6-TREN and NaBH4.
(d) The reaction tube after 3 min and 28 sec; (e) after 9 min and 44 sec; (f) after 14 min 57 sec; (g) after 22
min and 43 sec reaction time; and (h) approximately 30 min after the polymerization was finished.

Figure 15. Visualization of the biphasic SET-LRP of BA in acetone/water = 8/2 (v/v) initiated with BPE and
catalyzed by Cu(0) generated by prereduction of CuBr2 with NaBH4 for 63 seconds in water in the presence
of Me6-TREN at 25°C. Reaction conditions: BA = 4 mL, acetone + water = 2 mL, [BA]0/[BPE]0/[Me6TREN]0/[CuBr2]0/[NaBH4]0 = 222/1/0.4/0.4/0.32. acetone/water = 8/2 (v/v). (a) Addition the degassed
mixture of CuBr2 in water and Me6-TREN to the degassed test tube containing NaBH4 powder without
stirring. (b) The same reaction mixture is shown while the reaction mixture was stirring for 63 seconds. (c)
After the addition of previously degassed mixture of BA, acetone, BPE, and TBAB to the mixture of
Cu(II)Br2 in water with Me6-TREN and NaBH4; (d) The reaction tube after 4 min and 46 sec; (e) after 11
min and 22 sec; (f) after 16 min and 30 sec; (g) after 20 min and 38 sec reaction time; and (h) approximately
30 min after the polymerization was finished.
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The same sequence c to g from Figure 15 shows a decrease of the original dark brown
phase to a lighter brown. The biphasic system was most clearly observed after the stirring
was interrupted (h in both Figure 14 and Figure 15) since the two phases separate better.
An inspection of panels c to h from both Figure 14 and Figure 15 suggest an almost
colloidal Cu(0) solution in both cases. The solution changes towards light brown in Figure
14, indicating that the reduction process continues after the initial 5 sec stage of the
polymerization. A decrease in the dark brown is observed in Figure 15. This indicates
complete reduction of Cu(II)Br2 at the initial stage. Cu(0) nanoparticles are observed at the
later stages of the polymerization in Figure 14g and at the earlier stages of the process in
Figure 15b to g. As the polymerization proceeds, colloidal solutions of Cu(0) are observed
both in Figure 14 and in Figure 15. The green-blue color of the water phase suggests the
presence of CuBr2 and of its CuBr3- bromocuprates generated from NaBr and TBAB
(Scheme 3). The overall concentration of NaBr, of TBAB and of potential hydrobromide
of Me6-TREN (Scheme 1) most probably transforms all CuBr2 into bromocuprates that are
expected to be responsible for the reversible termination process of this biphasic SET-LRP.
NaCl,105–107 NaBr23,25,108–110 and TBAB111–113 were previously employed both in SET-LRP
and in ATRP. (n-Bu)4N+I- (TBAI) was also employed in LRP and showed to act as a SETLRP catalyst in the absence of any other additives.114 However, in ATRP the role of NaCl,
NaBr, and onium salts was explained in a different way105–113 although EPR studies
performed on the ATRP polymerization mixture detected four different copper species.115
Most probably TBAB plays a double role in this biphasic SET-LRP process. It forms onium
bromocuprates and also plays the role of an emulsifier. The second role contributes to the
transformation of the two linear kinetic domains that are most probably mediated by the
polydispersity of the Cu(0) nanoparticles into a single kinetic regime.

Figure 16 Evolution of chain-end functionality and degree of termination vs conversion for the PMA
obtained by SET-LRP of MA initiated with BPE and catalyzed by Cu(0) generated via in situ reduction of
Cu(II)Br2 with NaBH4 at 25°C. a) acetone/water = 8/2 (v/v); (b) GPC traces of PMA obtained in (a). Reaction
conditions: (a) [MA]0/[BPE]0/[Me6-TREN]0/[CuBr2]0/[NaBH4]0/[TBAB]0 = 222/1/0.2/0.2/0.2/0.1, MA = 4
mL, acetone + water = 2 mL.
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Analysis of the polymer chain-end functionality
Chain-end analysis of several polymers synthesized under different conditions was
performed before and after "thio-bromo click” functionalization with thiophenol116,117 by
methods elaborated in our laboratory involving a combination of 500 MHz 1H-NMR, GPC,
and MALDI-TOF analysis.
No attempts were made at this point to optimize the chain-end functionality as it was shown
in other publications.31,32,49-51 Chain-end functionality vs conversion for an experiment
performed
under
[MA]0/[BPE]0/[Me6-TREN]0/[CuBr2]/[NaBH4]0/[TBAB]0
=
222/1/0.2/0.2/0.2/0.1 (Table 1, entry 22) is presented in Figure 16a. Selected GPC traces
for this experiment are displayed in Figure 16b. At close to 100% conversion, the degree
of termination is about 6% although the chain end functionality, due to the bifunctional
structure of the BPE initiator, is 100%. The 500 MHz 1H-NMR analysis for this experiment
is shown in Figure 17, while the MALDI-TOF analysis is shown in Figure 18.

Figure 17. 1H NMR spectra (500 MHz) of PMA obtained by SET-LRP of MA initiated with BPE and catalyzed by
Cu(0) prepared via in situ reduction of Cu(II)Br2 with 1 eq. NaBH4 at 25°C and isolated at 90% conversion before (a)
and
after
(b)
“thio-bromo
click”
reaction.
Reaction
conditions:
[MA]0/[BPE]0/[Me6TREN]0/[CuBr2]0/[NaBH4]0/[TBAB]0 = 111/1/0.2/0.2/0.2/0.1, MA = 4 mL, acetone/water = 8/2 (v/v), acetone + water =
2 mL.
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Figure 18. MALDI-TOF of α,ω-di (bromo) PMA isolated at 90% conversion from SET-LRP of MA in
acetone/water = 8/2 (v/v) mixture initiated with BPE, catalyzed by Cu(0) prepared via in situ reduction of
Cu(II)Br2 with 1 eq. NaBH4 at 25°C before (a) and after (b) “thio-bromo click” reaction. Reaction
conditions: [MA]0/[BPE]0/[Me6-TREN]0/[CuBr2]0/[NaBH4]0/[TBAB]0 = 111/1/0.2/0.2/0.2/0.1, MA = 4
mL, acetone/water = 8/2 (v/v), acetone + water = 2 mL. Dotted line in expansion after thioetherification shows
original peak from before thioetherification, 59 represents the increase in molar mass after thioetherification
i.e., SC6H5 (109.2) – Br (79.9) = 29.3 for each chain end.

SET-LRP of MA catalyzed with Cu(0) wire in acetone−water mixtures
The series of experiments reported in this paper were inspired by two previous publications
from our laboratory27,58 in which various mixtures of acetone/water were employed as
polymerization solvent to increase the low equilibrium constant for the disproportionation
of Cu(I)Br in pure acetone.13,27
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Scheme 6. SET-LRP of MA initiated with methyl 2-bromopropanoate (MBP) and catalyzed with Cu(0)
wire / Me6-TREN (hexamethylated tris(2-aminoethyl)amine in acetone/water at 25°C.
O
Cu(0) wire
O
Br
Br +
n
O
n-1
O
Me 6-TREN
O OCH3
O
O
acetone/H2O
OCH3
OCH
25
°C
3
PMA
MA
MBP

The maximum amount of water used in the previous experiments was 10%.27 Two kinetic
domains were observed, but no attempts to detect a biphasic system were considered during
these original experiments.27,58 The two linear kinetic domains were considered to be most
likely due to the limited solubility of PMA in acetone−water mixture.27,58 These

Figure 19 Kinetic plots, molecular weight and dispersity evolutions for the SET-LRP of MA in acetone/water
mixtures initiated with MBP, catalyzed by Cu (0) wire. (a) Reproduction of an experiment reported in
reference 27. Acetone/water = 9/1 (v/v); (b, c) acetone/water = 9/1 (v/v); (d) acetone/water = 8/2 (v/v)
Reaction conditions: MA = 1.0 mL, acetone+water = 0.5 mL; (a, d) [MA]0/[MBP]0/[Me6-TREN]0= 222/1/0.1
(b) [MA]0/[MBP]0/[Me6-TREN]0/[TBAB]0 = 222/1/0.1/0.1 (c) [MA]0/[MBP]0/[Me6-TREN]0/[TBAB]0 =
222/1/0.1/0.2 (e) Visualization of the reaction mixture from (a); (f) Visualization of the reaction mixture from
(d).

experiments were duplicated and are reported in Figure 19. Two kinetic regimes were again
observed at 10% water in acetone, both in the absence of TBAB (Figure 19a) and in the
presence of 10% (Figure 19b) and 20% TBAB (Figure 19c). The inspection of the reaction
mixture of the SET-LRP experiments obtained with 10% water in acetone demonstrated a
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single-phase homogeneous SET-LRP system (Figure 19e). This result is consistent with
the control experiment reported in Figure 2i. The increase in the concentration of water in
acetone, for a duplicated experiment, from 10% to 20% provided a single linear kinetic
domain (Figure 19d) and the transition from a single-phase to a biphasic reaction mixture
(Figure 19f). Therefore, the transition from one phase acetone-water two a biphasic
acetone-water was accompanied by a transition from a two linear domains kinetics to a
single linear domain. This is a remarkable result.

Figure 20 The volume percentage of solvents in aqueous and organic phase before and after polymerization.
Reaction conditions: Acetone/water = 8/2 (v/v), BA = 4.0 mL, acetone + water = 2 mL, [BA]0/[BPE]0/[Me6TREN]0[CuBr2]0/[NaBH4]0 = 222/1/0.4/0.4/0.32.

Composition of acetone and water phases during the biphasic SET-LRP process
Since the SET-LRP reaction mixture is biphasic before, during, and after polymerization,
the solubility of acetone and water in two phases was estimated by using 500 MHz H1NMR analysis. It is shown in Figure 20 that the organic phase consists mainly of 96%
acetone and a negligible amount of water (4 %). The second aqueous phase consists of
about 70% water and 30% acetone. This indicates a higher solubility of acetone in the
aqueous phase compared to the solubility of water in the organic phase. This composition
was determined at 2.5 min after the start of the polymerization (at 14% conversion). After
30 minutes of polymerization time (97% conversion) a slight decrease of the acetone
content (to 89%) in the organic phase was observed. In contrast, the relative quantity of
water in the organic phase almost tripled during polymerization and reached 11% at the
end of the polymerization. A similar trend showed that the solubility of acetone in the
aqueous phase increase to 19%. However, the water % in the aqueous phase decreased to
51%. At the end of the polymerization, the organic phase appeared turbid due to a fine
dispersion of water droplets.
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Conclusions
Kinetic experiments for the SET-LRP of MA and BA in biphasic acetone-water mixtures
performed in disposable test tubes and control experiments for the organic reactions of
acetone and monomers with CuBr2 are reported. The control experiments in acetone
established that: 1) CuBr2 has a limited solubility in acetone; 2) acetone bromination is
very fast; 3) bromoacetone is an excellent initiator in the reaction; and 4) identified aldol
condensation as a side reaction. Results from controlled experiments in acetonitrile confirm
that CuBr2 also brominates MA and BA providing initiators for SET-LRP. An unexpected
result was that the complex of Me6-TREN with CuBr2 is almost insoluble in acetone but is
very soluble in water. In addition, Cu(I)Br and its complex with Me6-TREN are less soluble
in acetone thus it disproportionate in water. These control experiments and kinetic SETLRP experiments have been used to design two methodologies for an ultrafast SET-LRP
of MA and BA in biphasic acetone-water mixtures that eliminate the side reactions.
Reactions were completed at room temperature in 20 to 35 min with close to 100%
conversion and near perfect polymer chain-end functionality. The first methodology
involves in situ generation of Cu(0) nano-colloidal particles by reduction of CuBr2 with
NaBH4. This methodology can follow two reaction pathways with different order of
reagents addition. It is thought that reduction of Cu(II)Br in the presence of NaBr, produced
in situ, and/or TBAB generate bromocuprates that may be responsible for the reversible
termination step of SET-LRP. The second methodology was developed for the SET-LRP
process that creates a biphasic system using non-activated Cu(0) wire catalyst. One of the
most significant finding of this work was the discovery of biphasic systems in
acetone/water mixture for the SET-LRP process. Previously reported acetone/water
systems were characterized as single-phase homogeneous reactions, which are less suitable
for the SET-LRP. The acetone-water biphasic SET-LRP process described in this work is
expected to facilitate the use of acetone, one of the most common and least expensive
solvents, as a solvent of choice in SET-LRP and most probably in other metal-catalyzed
LRPs.
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